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CHAPl'ER l 
INTRODUCTION 
Schools are becoming .more conscious of .the fact that listening 
is a skill that can be taught. The expression, "G·ood listening habits 
are taught not caught," is one to be \lSed as a goal. 
What is listening? In one sense it is a combination of what we 
bear, what is unders·tood by us, and what we remember. Hearing and 
listening are not the same. One is hearing of s.ounds; the other is 
interpreting the sounds. Thus listening is the attachment of meaning 
to the perceived aural symbo.ls,. 
As babies we began by uttering sounds; this was the beginning 
of much of our learning. As we grew o,lder., th,ese soun.ds. were inter-
preted for us by •adul·ts. As children, lis.tening was our mos:t impor-
tant learning tool. In fact, .listening was .the only means of communi-
cation before the invention of the pr:!,nting press. Yet, for many 
years, listening was ·completely forgotten,as part of the educational 
process·. Listening was just taken .for gran.ted. In 1954 the Commis-
1 
sion of ·the English Curriculum concluded: 
Listening has become a recognized phase of language arts, 
largely because school workers .realize that radio, sound movies, 
1commission on the English Cllrriculum of the National Council 
of Teachers of English, Language Arts for Today 1 s Children (New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954), p. 320. 
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television, and recording instruments have become exceedingly 
important in children's lives. 
2 
Previously, the school training for listening consisted of "Pay 
Attention," "Now Get This," ''Open Up Your Ears,'' and "Listen." 
The pupil is a better listener than reader in the first grade, 
but gradually the listening ability decreases and in the fifth or 
sixth grades he understands better when he is using his eyes rather 
than his ears. From this point on, listening falls farther behind, 
and yet the student has to go out into society where he will have to 
1 listen about three times as much as he reads. 
Purpose. The purpose of this study is to describe a program 
integrating the teaching of listening into a regular fifth grade program. 
Justification. Verbal communication, which includes both speak-
ing and listening, plays a very important part in our schools, as well 
as in our vocational and recreational activities. Since listening is 
a major source of much of our information, the teaching of listening 
should be included .in our school program. 
However, the teaching of listening as a specific skill has re-
ceived little or scant attention in our school curricula. 
Today's society depends more and more on the spoken word as 
a means of communication. The telephone rather than a letter 
is used to discuss problems. People depend on radio and tele-
vision for much of the news of the day. 
The transportation has influenced and increased the use of 
1Ralph G. Nichols and Leonard A. Stevens, Are You Listening? 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957), pp. 81-82. 
oral communication. With easy and rapid transportation 
individuals travel to ,a conference, for they realize that 
face to face discussions are more effective.l 
The increasing importance of oral communication in our 
society suggests that sufficient emphasis be placed on teach-
ing speaking and listening in the elementary schools. Sys--
tematic instruction must be incorporated into the curriculum.2 
3 
Today, in language study, the emphasis is not on expression but 
on communication; This stress takes into consideration new methods of 
teaching· reading, writing, speaking, and listening, 
In communicating, a person s.peaks and expects to be listened 
to. As a listener, part of his training must be in doing an intelli-
gent job of following attentively and interpreting cricitally. If 
these skills are to be developed, our language arts curriculum must 
3 include directed listening programs in the ·classroom. 
Berry states·that "purposeful and critical listening should be 
concomitants of many listening experiences."4 More use should be made 
of visual .and auditory aids, experiments, excursions, and other experi-
ences that require group discussion. 
When oral reading is taught, the materials should be interest-
ing and meaningful to the children so that they are encouraged to 
1 . ' 
Wilbert Pronovost, The Teaching of Speaking and Listening in 
the Elementary. School (New· York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1959), p. 1. 
2 
. Ibid. 
3Harlen M. Adams, "Teaching the Art of Listening," The Nation's 
Schools, XXXIV (November, 1944), 51-54. 
Activities· in the Elementary School," 
(February, 1946), 69-79. 
4 
develop critical and intelligent habits of listening. More time should 
be spent on group discussions and problem solving and less time on re~ 
phrasing questions from the text. 
A wide variety of listening experiences should be introduced 
into the classrooms. Through usage the children learn to adapt the 
kind of listening needed to the activity .a.nd the. learning situation. 
According to a study by Wilt, children spend more time in listen-
ing than any other single activity in. the .elementary school. They 
1 
listen 57.5 per cent of their classroom time. 
Wilt studied teachers' awareness of listening as a factor. She 
found out that teachers feel reading is the most important language 
skill. They feel that of all the language skills, children spend more 
time learning through reading than any other. Observation from the 
Wilt study did not bear this out. The findings brought out the fact 
that teachers are no.t aware of the importance of listening skills. 
Teachers should be s.ensitized to .the importance of skillful 
listening as a factor in intell~gent communication. Present 
classroom listening policies should be evaluated to find out if 
they are really learning experiences. . . . Children should do 
more talking and listening to each other and .less listening to 
the teachers.2 
Nichols and Lewis state that one of our philosophies of general 
education is that in .·school we learn to do better the things we will 
be doing in later life. Therefore, if 70 per cent of our waking day 
1Miriam E·. Wilt, 11 A Study of Teachers' Awareness of Listening 
as a Factor in Elementary Education," Journal of Educational Research, 
XLIII (April, 1950), 626-636. 
2Ibid., p. 635. 
5 
is spent in verbal communication, this definitely is ·one of the things 
we will be doing most frequently throughout our lives. In school 
1 
shouldn't we be teaching how to listen better? 
Scope. This thesis will present the materials and resultsof 
teaching an eight-week unit on listening·in a fifth grade classroom in 
Manchester, Newllampshire. 
1Ralph G. Nichols and Thomas R. Lewis, Listening and Speaking.: 
A Guide to Effective Oral Communication (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. 
Brown Co.). 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The subject of listening is not a new one in bhe history of man. 
Long before man learned to express himself in written form he was using 
oral communication which involved both speaking and listening. The 
I• 
cultural tradi.tions were not handed down in written form but by means 
1 
of a speaking father to a listening son. 
Some people believe that communication means a person talking, 
but listening plays a very important part. God.d relations depend a 
great deal on communication, Through listening we-effectively convey 
affection and interest toward our children. Therefore, listening in-
volves much more than just ears. 2 
Listening is defined by Lewis as the "process of hearing, 
identifying, understanding and interpreting spoken language. 11 Some 
3 
authorities use 11auding," but the proper term by usage is "listening." 
1Joseph Marshand, "Why Teach Listening?" The English Journal, 
40 (May, 1951), 260-263. 
2 . Ilka Lewin, "Communications Between the Generations, 11 Child 
Study (Spring, 1953) . .--, 
3Thomas R .. Lewis, "Listening," Review of Educational Research 
(April, 1958), 89-93. 
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Brown refers to listening as 11auding," He states that he likes 
to call it auding to avoid such ambiguities of terms such as "listen-
ing," "hearing," and "understanding," Auding is used also to eliminate 
the awkwa.rdness of phrases such as "getting the meaning from heard 
words," "listening with understanding to spoken language!" or "inter-
preting vocal expression," Auding can be said to be to the ears what 
reading is to the .eye, "Auding may be defined as the gross process of 
l 
listening to, recognizing, and interpreting spoken symbols," 
Rankin, in 1928, comments that "listening, or the ability to 
understand spoken language, is the most frequently used of the four 
language arts, 1' 
There are four language arts: the two expressional ones, 
speaking and writing, and the two understanding ones; listening 
and reading, Listening is the term used here for the ability 
to understand spoken language and reading, the term for the 
ability to understand written language, 
.In his study Rankin found that people spend 11 per cent of their com-
munication time writing, 15 per cent reading, 32 per cent talking, 
and 43 per cent listening, People spend three times as much time 
2 
listening as reading. 
"Now we are beginning to understand that listening is a skill, 
and some persons have learned it; others have not. . . . We can no 
1 Don Brown, "And Having Ears, They Hear Not, 11 Journal of the 
National Education Association (November, 1950), 586-587. 
2Paul T. Rankin, "The Importance of Listening Ability, 11 English 
Journal (High School Edition), 17 (October, 1928), 623-630. 
1 
longer take listeners' skills for granted. 11 
Pratt says the development of adequate, listening ability has 
been neglected in our schools. Here are the skills he would stress: 
1. Skills primarily associated with accuracy in listening. 
a. Ability to keep related details in mind. 
b. Abilil:y to ob_serve a single detail. 
c. Ability to remember a series of details. 
d. Ability to follow oral directions. 
2. Skills primarily associated with reflective listening. 
a. Ability to use contextual clues. 
b. Ability to recognize organizational elements. 
c. Ability to select_ main ideas as opposed to subordinate 
ideas or details. 
8 
d. Ability to recognize the relation between main ideas and 
subordinate ideas that support them. 
e. Ability to draw justifiable inferences.2 
Listening is a skill, states Nichols, that can be improved just 
like reading, writing, and speaking, if training and practice are used, 
Instruction in listening is being offered in at least twenty-two of 
our colleges and universi!;ies and in many of our public an_d parochial 
3 
schools. 
The following skills were s_tressed in the Manual of Sequential 
Tests of Educational Progress: 
1. Plain-sense· comprehension 
a. Identifying main ideas. 
b. Remembering significant details. 
1Andrew Thomas Weaver, and others, Speaking and Listening 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), p. 155. 
2Edward Pratt, "Experimental Evaluation of a Program for the 
Improvement of Listening," Elementary School Journal, 56 (March, 1956), 
315-320. 
3Ralph G. Nichols and Leonard A. Stevens, Are You Listening? 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957), pp. 81-82. 
c. Remembering simple sequences of ideas. 
d. Understanding denotative meanings of important words. 
2. Inte.rpretation 
a. Understanding implications of main ideas .... 
b. Understanding implications of significant. details. 
c. Understanding interrelationships among ideas and the 
organization pattern of spoken material well enough to 
predict what will be likely to come next. 
d. Understanding connotative meanings of words, inferring 
meanings from context, and understimding how words are 
used to create .a mood or an aesthetic feeling. 
3. Evaluation and application 
9 
a. Judging validity and adequacy of main ideas and distinguish-
ing fact from fancy and proved statements from opinion and 
judgment. 
b. Judging the extent to which supporting details accomplish 
their purpose, distinguishing relevant details from ir-
relevant, and judging whether or not additional informa-
tion is needed to prove the speaker.' s point, 
c. Criticizing organization and development of spoken mate-
rial, being aware of self-contradictions by the speaker, 
and recognizing the devices the speaker uses to influence 
the listener's thinking. 
d.· Judging whether the speaker has created the intended mood 
or effect--and if he has failed, why. 
e. Recognizing wha.t the speaker wants the listener to do and 
ways in which the speaker's ideas can properly be applied 
in new situations.! 
The types of listening are many and vary in category and name 
according to the author. According to Nichols and Lewis, there are 
three types of listening: 
a. Appreciative listening· to any kind of stimuli gratifying to 
the senses of the hearer .. 
b. Critical listening to a pensuasive speech for the purpose 
of evaluating the speakers argument and evidence. 
c. Discriminative listening to information speech (usually in 
an instructional situation) for the purpose of comprehension 
and perhaps later utilization of the ideas and information 
of the speaker.2 
1seguential Tests of Educational Progress Manual for Interpret-
ing Scores,''Listening." (Princeton, New Jersey: Cooperative Test Di-
vision Educatio·nal Testing Service, 1957), p. 9. 
2Nicho ls and Lewis, op. cit. , p. l. 
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Dow and Irwin list the types of listening as follows: 
1.. Conversa.tional listening.-:-the listener is lively and inter-
ested; mental activity fairly casual. 
2 .. Appreciative listening-,.includes aesthetic materials such as 
poetry, music, drama, poetic prose. 
3. Critical listening--pertains to persuasive material, such as 
poli.tical or religious exposition. The e:valuating of mate-
rial pre.s.ent.ed. 
4. Direc.ted listening--he:r:e the listener is intent on gaining 
cert<Lin items of information.. He is listening specifically 
to learn,.l 
According to Nichols, there a.re four mental processes in a 
listener '.s mind when he is doing a good job of receiving and fully 
understanding the spoken word: 
L The lis.tener thinks ahea.d of the talker, trying to guess 
what oral discourse is leading to, what conclusions will be 
drawn from the woriis spoken at the. moment. 
2 .. The lis,tener weighs the verbal .evidence used by the talker 
to 8Upport the points that he makes .. 
3. Periodically the listener reviews the portion of the talk 
completed thus far •. 
4 .. Throughout the talk, the listener 'listens between .the lines, ' 
in search of meaning that is not necessarily put into spoken 
words .. 2 
Listening and speaking, states Strickland, need be thought of to-
gether, because one does not function satisfactorily without the other. 
Skill in listening progresses through many stages while children are in 
the primary schooL "children vary greatly in their ability to listen 
during these years but they appear to follow the same general sequence 
of development." The steps appear to be these: 
1
clyde Dow and Charles Irwin, "How We Teach Listening," National 
Association of Secondary School Principals, 38 (January, 1954), 137. 
2Nichols and Stevens, op. cit., p. vii. 
1. Little conscious listening except as the child is directly 
and personally concerned with what is being presented. 
2. Easily distracted by people and things in the environment. 
3 • Half listening while holding fast to own ideas and waiting 
to insert them at first opportunity. 
4, Listening passively with apparent absorption but little or 
no reaction. 
5. Listening, forming associations 11nd responding with items 
from his own experiences rather than reacting to what is 
presented. 
11 
6. Listening and expressing some reaction through questions or 
comments. 
7. Listening with evidence of genuine mental and emotional 
participation. 
8. Listening with. real meeting of minds . 1 
Influences outside of the school, such as radio, television, 
and the educational program of the Army, have made society aware of 
the importance of the spoken word in informing and influencing peopf"e. 2 
In his survey of children 1 s, parents 1 , • and teachers 1 re.actions 
to television, Witty found that children view television more than 
they listen to the radio. Sixty-seven per cent of the surveyed chil-
dren commented that television programs did not help them in their 
school work. Some pupils said that television did interfere with their 
homework. 
As far as the teachers were concerned, 48 per cent expressed 
dissatisfaction with television, 27 per cent thought it should be im-
proved, and 25 per cent had no opinion. 
One mo.ther wrote., "It converts our children into a race of spec-
1Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary School 
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1951), p. 114. 
2Berry, op. cit .. 
tators." · With television, and other looking and listening media, 
educators must train the pupils to read critically, listen discrim-· 
1 
inatingly, and to evaluate the worth of the material presented. 
The influences of the spoken word and as a result listening 
"auding" involved we have been forced, says Berry, to re-evaluate 
12 
listening as an edu~ational process. ''Our concern with listening would 
. 2 
seem to be a belated one." 
Adams states that: we gain informaCion, form opinions, and make 
decisions as a result of using our ears as well as our eyes. "As 
modern learners by this means, we need special training that will pre-
3 
pare us to learn effectively by listening intelligently," 
Listening is a very important mode of learning, says Furness. 
A great proportion of ins.truction, through lectures and reports, is 
addressed to the ear both in the ·elementary and secondary schools. 4 
Referring to listening and its importance as a. subject to be 
taught, Dawson states that much of the teacher's motivation, direc-
tions, and content. matter are given in the form of speech and there-
fore the pupil's listening comprehension is a leading factor in teach-
ing. To insure effective listening, be it attentive, selective, crit-. 
1 Paul Witty, "Children 1 s; Parents' and Teachers' Reactions to 
Television," Elementary English, XXVII (October, 1950), 349-355, 396. 
2Berry, op. cit., p. 69. 
3Adams, op .. cit. 
4Edna Lue Furness, Proportion, Purpose and Process in Listen-
ing, 11 Educational Administration and Supervision (July, 1958). 
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ical, or appreciative, the children must be trained by the teacher. 
The same qualities of listening are necessary when the pupils exchange 
ideas through discussions, reports, or other activities. "Careful, 
thoughtful listening is fundamental to learning."1 
In the past, the Commission on the English Curriculum says that 
the pupils listening consisted of their listening to the teacher; no 
provi,sion was made for them to really listen to one another. "Today's 
teacher knows that a child learns much, through communication with his 
fellows, and that his social attitudes and behavior are conditioned by 
his opportunities to mingle with children of his age and to share his 
2 ideas with them." 
In another article, Nichols comments that listening is a seem-
ingly neglected phase of the language arts program. Listening should 
and must be taught by teachers in all subjects. Bad listening habits 
will be supplemented by good ones if the proper training is given in 
the school and teachers develop a respect for listening as -a method of 
learning. "The greatest need is deemed to be the training of discrim-
3 inative listeners to informative subject matter." 
The pupils must be given more purposeful listening opportunities 
and often this can be. done by combining listening assignments with reading. 
1Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Langu'age in the Grades (Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York: .World Book Company, Inc., 1951), p. 123. 
2
commission on the English Curriculum, op. cit., p. 320. 
3Ralph G. Nichols, "Teaching of Listening, 11 Chicago School 
Journal, 30 (June, 1949), 273-278. 
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The University of Minnesota has .set up a self-directed twelve-
week listening course. Objective measures of intelligence are used 
before and after the course. The individuals can see their gains or 
losses as progress tests are given every two weeks. "Considerable evi-
dence is accumulating to back up the statement that progress is made 
in listening efficiency when students receive direct training in listen-
1 
.ing comprehension." 
It is difficult to understand why training programs for listening 
have taken so long to be presented. Nichols and Lewis seem to think the 
answer lies in five ·unfounded but widely held assumptions. These are: 
1. That listening ability is largely a matter of intelligence. 
While this is true that we do in a sense '''listen with our 
intelligence,' it is even more true that. we 'listen with 
our experiences.' 
2. That listening ability is closely related to hearing acutely, 
which is not true. 
3. That daily practice eliminates the need for training. (The 
truth is that unless we are carefully guided we apparently 
tend to practice, develop, and reinforce assimilative faults 
rather than skills.) 
4. That to learn to listen, we need only to learn to read. 
5. That learning to read is more important than learning to 
listen. Not only do we listen three times as much as we 
read, but the former may also have more influence upon human 
behavior.2 
Following are the findings of a study designed by Hollow primarily 
to determine whether a planned program of listening instruction would 
improve appreciably the listening abilities of intermediate grade chil-
dren. In addition to the primary problem, these subproblems were ex-
1 Nichols and Lewis, op. cit., pp. 8-9. 
2 Ibid.,p.l9. 
plored: 
that 
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1. Whether ability in listening was closely allied to achieve-
ment in the fields of reading, arithmetic, spelling and 
language. 
2. Whether there is a relation between listening comprehension 
and intelligence. 
3. Whether other selected factors, such as size of family, sex 
of child, time spent in watching television and types of 
programs viewed, ·influenced the listening ability of inter-
mediate-grade children. 
Evidence gathered through the procedure of this experiment showed 
1. the listening skills of the intermediate-grade pupils involved 
in the experiment were appreciably improved by a planned pro-
gram of instruction. 
2. the children with low, with average, and with high intelli-
gence quotients benefit·ed substantially from systematic in-
struction in listening comprehension. 
3. factors such as reading comprehension, spelling, total lan-
guage, and intelligence were found to be related to listening 
comprehension. 
4. other selected factors such as sex of the child and size of 
the family, did not seem to be related to listening.! 
Berry states that listening has always been an inseparable part 
of oral language and it really has not been ignored completely. There 
was a reminder to pupils that the class must be quiet and polite when 
someone was talking, but most teachers have been satisfied with this 
outward appearance that the children looked as if they were listening. 2 
Berry feels strongly that there are at least .six ways by which 
elementary teachers can improve the listening of children: 
1sister Mary K. H. Hollow, "Listening Comprehension at the 
Intermediate-Grade Level," Elementary School Journal (December, 1955), 
158-161. 
2Berry, op. cit. 
1. By sensing the relationship of listening to other phases 
of communication. 
2. By understanding the psychological process of listening. 
3. By providing general conditions conducive to listening. 
4. By utilizing opportunities for children to listen. 
5. By understanding the developmental levels of listening--
the goals toward which teachers and pupils should work. 
16 
6. By keeping alert to new inventions and equipment which aid 
the program.l 
Nichols raises the question, '~hy has education in the past 
been so little concerned with listening comprehension, and so vigor-
ously concerned with its parallel assimilatial skill, reading compre-
2 hension?" 
The Wheelers, in their article, say that communication depends 
upon listening, _speaking, reading, .and writing. Reading is not the 
most essential of these skills when an emergency arises. When it comes 
to survival, it is more.important to be able to hear and speak than it 
is to read or write. Listening and speaking were learned first and 
therefore are the natural springboard for teaching reading and writing. 
There are many differences in these language arts. "The nature and 
extent of their differences suggest that it may not be psycholggically 
sound to expect the skill in one necessarily means skill in the other, 
3 
or that improvement in one necessarily will improve the other." 
1Berry, op. cit. 
2Ralph G. Nichols, "Factors in Listening Comprehension," Speech 
Monographs, XV:2 (1948). 
3 . -
Lester Wheeler and Viola Wheeler, ''Some Characteristic Differ-
ences and Similarities Among the Language ,A.:rts," Journal of Education, 
138 (October, 1955), 2-4. 
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C~cile Richard, in comparing silent reading comprehension and 
listening comprehension with thirty-four pupils, found that the p~pils 
. 1 
received_ a higher score in listening than in reading comprehension. 
In her thesis, Hanna found that fourth grade children were 
superior. in listening comprehension in comparison to silent reading 
2 
comprehension both in written recall and multiple choice responses. 
In Kelley's study it was concluded that written recall of 
listening was superior to silent reading in the sixth grades tested, 
and in the seventh grades written recall was slightly greater for si-
3 
lent reading, but the difference was not statistically significant. 
Nichols and Lewis bring out the point that "efficient listen-
ing is hard work--although efficient listening is the easiest way known 
4 
to acquire ideas and information, it is still hard work, 
Some ways to. improve listening efficiency are: 
1. Be. sure you have enough sleep. 
2. Don't store up problems to be .solved during listening. 
3. Discuss the topic to be presented befor~hand. · 
4. Behave like listeners.5 
1
cecile M. Richard, "A Comparison of Silent Reading Comprehension 
and Listening Comprehension by Means of Standard Tests" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1956). 
2Regina C .. Hanna and Matilda Liberati, 11A Comparison of Silent 
Reading and Listening by Written Recall and Multiple Choice Type Tests 
in Grade Four1' (unpublished Master1·s thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
1952) . 
. 
3Elizabeth V. Kelley, and others, 11A Comparison of Silent Read-
ing and Listening Through Written Recall and Multiple Choice Type 
Tests" (unpublisP,ed Master.'s thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1952). 
4Nichols and Lewis, op. cit., p. 17. 
Most books tend to agree essentially on five things: 
1. That the vast majority of us are low level performers in 
respect to the listening skill. 
18 
2. That the skill is readily amenable to training and improve-
ment. 
3. That it is unfortunate that educators did not start pro-
viding such training years ago, inasmuch as it is so obviously 
'desirable."' 
4. That the listener must be dynamic, responsive, constructive, 
and courteous if he is to operate at a high level. 
5. That the person who acquires and evidences these attributes 
will be richly rewarded for his efforts .1 
1Nichols and Lewis, op. cit., pp. 11-12. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
For the purpose of this study, a fifth grade class in Man-
chester, New Hampshire was used. The class included fourteen girls 
and twenty-two boys. 
The Sequential Tests of Educational Progress "Listening" Form 
4A, designed for grades four through six, was administered to all the 
children before the units on listening were taught. The test includes 
two sections and can be administered at one session of ninety minutes 
or two sessions of forty-five minutes each. The latter time allotment 
was used. 
The test includes a number of short selections such as stories, 
directions, poems, explanations, and argwnents, which are read aloud 
to the pupils. Each child was equipped with a test booklet in which 
four suggested answers are given for each question or incomplete state-
ment. The pupil was to choose the best answer. The questions were 
not printed in the test booklet, but the suggested answers were, en-
abling each pupil to read the suggested answers while the teacher reads 
them aloud. There were forty answers in each section of the test. 
Following administration of the listening test, a series of 
seven units was presented to the same fifth grade class over an eight-
week period. The object was to teach the skills involved in listening. 
-19-
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The units are described in detail in the following chapter. During 
the teaching of each unit, observations were made of the pupils' par-
ticipation and reactions to each lesson. 
Unit I involves the simple recall of numbers which were read by 
the teacher. Series of numbers were first presented in place order, 
followed by more complicated arrangements. The last lesson in this 
unit involved mental arithmetic problems. Unit I was presented on 
five consecutive days. On the siKth day Unit II was introduced to the 
class. This lesson was designed to check the class' listening compre-
hension by means of a multiple-choice type test. Unit III involved 
listening to stories for the purpose of recalling the main idea and 
supporting details. Units II and Ill were presented to the class on 
Monday or Tuesday mornings for the eight-week period. Unit IV, which 
is the unit involving listening to oral book reports, was presented 
each afternoon for the middle three weeks. Unit V, which dealt with 
appreciative listening, was carried out each Friday afternoon for the 
final six weeks. Unit VI, which involved listening to enrichment records 
and correlated with social studies, was given to the class during the 
fifth week. Unit VII was the climax to the eight-week listening units. 
This unit involved listening to a dramatization and the presentation 
of a creative play based on a historical event. The time allotted for 
this unit was the last two weeks. 
The class was retested, using Form 4B of the Sequential Tests 
of Educational Progress, at the completion of the eight-week period. 
UHAPTER IV 
TEACHING THE LISTENING UNITS 
22 
UNIT I 
Objective: 
The purpose of the following lessons is to develop the ability 
of simple recall of series of numbers through listening. 
Teacher presentation: 
The listening conditions were controlled by having the outside 
door closed, proper ventilation, and adequate lighting. Each child had 
at his disposal pencils and an eraser. Six-by-three-inch slips of paper 
were distributed to the children. Each child recorded his name and 
listed the numbers 1 to 10 on the paper. This was done for each day 
of the unit. The pupils were told to listen to each series of numbers 
and record the numbers heard in the order presented. Each number was 
read as a single digit and not as a unit. The first day, numbers such 
as these were read by the teacher: 
1. 5-9 2. 4-3-2 3. 1-0-5-6 etc. 
The second day, the pupils were asked to record the series of numbers 
in correct or reverse order, as directed. When 4-7-6 was read, the 
class was to write it in reverse 6-7-4. The following day the teacher 
read numbers such as 5-9-6 or 6-7-8-9 and the class reviewed writing 
them in correct or reverse sequence as they were directed. Then the 
new element for this lesson was introduced. A series such as 6-8-3 
was read and the children were asked to list on their papers the middle 
number. A series such as 1-5-8-3 was read and the pupils were asked 
to record the third number on their papers. On the fourth day, the 
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series for the previous lessons were reviewed, including one of each 
type of recall. Then a series such as 4-6-9~4 was read and the class 
was instructed to record the middle two numbers. The teacher then 
read a series such as 5-6-7-2-4 and the pupils were asked to write the 
first two numbers. The fifth and final day of this unit, the teacher 
reviewed a few of the previous aeries and then she presented to the 
children orally simple arithmetic examples such as: 
1. 2 x 2 + 4 equals what2 
2. 5 and 7 + 8 x 2 equals what? 
3. 5 x 6 + 10- 2 + 12 ~ 5 equals what? 
Pupil participation and reaction: 
The children were very anxious to do well on this type of ex-
ercise. The attention given to the lesson was excellent. Most of the 
pupils thought of this as a sort of game. Each child maintained his 
daily scores on an answer sheet which he kept in his notebook. The 
group was anxious to compare the results with the previous msrk. Many 
of the pupils showed much improvement over their beginning scores and 
were determined to continue improving. 
The boys and girls reported that this game was becoming more 
difficult as the lessons progressed. However, in the actual writing 
of the different series, they found it to be easier than was antici-
pated. As the lessons progressed, the seriousness of purpose which the 
class exhibited was an indication of the increasing difficulty. The 
group experienced delight in this type of mental arithmetic. They be-
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ea~e se absorbed in their work :that at ·times some C!)f the pupils had to 
be reminded to record their ans.wers on the paper. Many pupils wanted 
to know if this type o£ work was to continue. Be.cause of the interest 
of the class) this type of learning has· become an integral part of the 
arithmetic program. 
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UNIT II 
Objective: 
The purpose of the following lessons is to develop concentrative 
listening.; that is, to attain understanding of the infarmation presented 
and to follow logically the seq~ence of events. 
Teacher presentation: 
One story was presented weekly for a five-week period. The 
teacher read the story to the class. These stories were adapted and 
used because they integrated into the social studies and science units 
for grade five. Each story was read only once, unless some unforeseen 
interruption made it necessary to repeat a .section. 
The multiple-choice type te.st was administered to all the pupils 
for the purpose of de.termining their listening comprehension. When the 
tests were completed. they were eol.lected and markee by the teacher. 
On the following day, the scored test sheets were returned to the pu-
pils. The stories were reread by the teacher and then discussed and 
analyzed by the class. The papers. were collected and the marks recorded. 
Pupil participation and reaction: 
As an introductioi!. to the first lesson, a picture was shown ta 
the group. In the picture was a ~oy listening to a man. The class was 
asked what the boy was doing. One child said that he was talking to 
the manj while another said that the boy was listening. A pupil indi.,., 
cated that listening Ls a necessary part e.f conversing. 
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The class was asked what they understood by "listening." One 
child said that listening was hearing; another commented that listening 
was more than hearing. He brought out the fact that one may hear the 
radio in the background without necessarily listening to it. One boy 
suggested that thinking was involved in listening. He felt that listen-
ing required concentration. Another pupil commented that one would re-
member better if mental pictures were made of the story. 
The teacher asked the children if there were times when they 
didn't feel like listening. Many pupils commented that there were 
times when a person had to force himself to listen. One girl brought 
out the fact that certain words such as "camping" and "swimming" made 
your mind wander and as a result listening was difficult. The clas.s 
agreed that sometimes listening was a difficult task. 
While the selections were read, the pupils were very quiet and 
attentive and rema.ined so throughout the presentation.. The children 
were serious about checking the correct answers. Most finished about 
the same time; additional time was allowed for those needing it. 
The class anticipated the return of the corrected tests and re-
sponded enthusiastically to the discussion that followed. Occasionally, 
the children did not. understand why their answers were incorrect. When 
this happened, the. paragraph was reread and through discussion their 
mistakes were clarified .. 
Following the second lesson, one girl asked for her previous 
mark of the first lesson, because she T.Jas interested in .. her improvement, 
This question resulted in recording class marks on a bulletin board 
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chart. Qne of the pupils as),l:ed under what s1,1bjec.t "listening" was in-
cluded. A student said t~at listening 'li(as part of reading because 
listening and reading both involyed comprehension. Another pupil said 
that listening was language, because it inyolved a person speaking. 
The class decided that listening was used in all school subjects, 
at home, ,and in extracurricular activities. The children agreed that 
learning depended upon listening to each other, to the teacher, to 
notices, to the radio, to television, and to their families. 
One child suggested that a record be kept of what we listen to 
in our daily routine. The class decided to keep a chart of their listen-
ing activities fur one day from the time they awoke until retiring, One 
of these charts is1 included on page 38. 
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FIRST STORY 
WHAT THE COLONIST LEARNED FROM THE INDIANS 
The Indians taught the white man many valuable things--the 
worth of Indian corn, the way of hunting and fishing, the value of the 
canoe, the wigwam form of tent, the use. of the moccasin for traveling 
in the forest, and of the snowshoe for walking on the surface of the 
snow in winter in search of food. 
They also taught the colonists how to make corn grow in the 
forest by burning or girdling the trees, thereby killing them and let-
ting ·in the sunshine. Thus the crops grew without the hard labor of 
cutting down the trees. The colonists were also taught by the red man 
how to hunt and trap game and to fish through the ice of the lakes and 
rivers. When treated with kindness, the Indian was a friend and often 
warned the colonists of the approach of Indian war parties. 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST FOR THE FIRST STORY 
1. The things which the Indians taught the colonists were (a) harmful, 
ill valuable, (c) unimportant 
2. Indians taught the white man the worth of Indian ill corn, 
(b) wigwams, (c) cooking 
boat 
3. The value of the canoe was learned from the Indians 
ship 
4. The Indians cleared the·forest by ill burning the trees, (b) ch0pping 
the trees, (c) growing corn in the forest 
5. They planted corn (a) in plowed fields, ill in cleared forest land, 
(c) on hilly land 
6. The colonists learned better ways of hunting and (a) trapping, 
(b) shooting, M fishing 
7. For traveling through the forest the Indians (a) walked barefoot, 
(b) wore snowshoes, ~wore moccasins 
8. Girdling the trees ill destroys them, (b) weakens them, 
(c.) strengthens them 
9. When we say 11 colonis.ts''-we mean (a) natives, (b) red men, 
ill white men 
sometimes 
10. The Indians were always a friend of the white man 
never 
11. Burning and girdling the trees let in (a) heat, (b) rain, i£l sun 
12. The approach of Indian parties was often a sign of (a) rejoicing, 
ill war, (c) friendship 
13. Indians broke through the ice of lakes and rivers so that they 
could (a) obtain water for drinking, ill fish, (c) paddle their 
canoe 
14. Indian methods of growing corn made the colonists' work (a) harder, 
(b) about the same, .hl easier 
15. The Indians were friendly if they were ill treated with kindness, 
(b) paid with corn, (c) allowed to hunt. 
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SECOND STORY 
THE CLIPPER-SHIP TRADE OF BOSTON 
A few years after the United States won its freedom, a ship, "The 
Grand Turk," came back from China. It was the first Yankee clipper to 
have made the voyage. It started an age that was full of excitement. 
Within six years the merchants had establis.hed a new trade route from 
Boston to the northwest coast. There the ships were loaded with skins 
from the Indians to trade with the Chinese. They returned to Boston 
carrying treasures from the Far East. The smell of cinnamon and sandal:-
wood drifting up from Long Wharf scented the ai,r.. Fine china and 
beautiful silks became common luxuries in Boston. Brave men rounded 
South America as fearlessly as Cape Cod. An American was greeted in 
the Far East as "Bostonian." Ships and lives were lost in this bold 
adventure, but great fortunes were made. 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST FOR THE SECOND STORY 
L The name of the ship that came back from China was the (a) Flying 
Cloud, i£1 Grand Turk, (c) Star of Kansas 
2. The clipper returned from China after the United States ~won 
its freedom, (b) lost its freedom, (c) invaded England 
3. The first ship to return was the (a) Star of Kansas, (b) Flying 
Cloud, i£lGrand Turk 
4. The merchants established new trade routes (a) with England, (b) 
with tbe northeast, ill with the northwest 
5. This trading with the Far East started a new age (a) that was full 
of calmness, ill that was full of excitement, (c) that was unimpor-
tant 
6. The trade r.outes were established~ in six years, (b) in one year, 
(c) in twenty years 
7. The ships were loaded in the northwest (a) with fish, ill with skins, 
(c) with coffee 
8. The ships returned from China carrying (a) articles of little value, 
(b) corn, ill treasures 
9. The air was scented with the smell of (a) rubber, ill cinnamon, 
(c) violets 
10. The smell drifted up from the (a) factory, ill wharf, (c) hills 
11. From China the merchants brought back 1!1 fine china, (b) coffee, 
(c) rubber 
12. A common luxury in Boston at this time was (a) cotton, ill silk, 
(c) rayon 
13. An American was greeted in the Far East as (a) "Virginian," 
(b) "New Yorker, 11 ill "Bostonian'' 
14. Brave men went to China by rounding (a) North America, ill South 
America, (c) Greenland 
15. The new trading with China made many merchants in Boston (a) poor, 
ill wealthy, (c) unhappy 
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THIRD STORY 
A THRILLING EXPERIENCE 
When Tom arrived at his uncle's ranch in Texas, his eyes were 
wide with excitement. He had just been told that a panther, an animal 
similar to a lion, ·had been killing cattle and spreading terror in the 
village. There had been two of them, but a ranchman had caught the 
younger one as it had strayed from the woods early in the morning. The 
older one was very cunning and knew enough to hide during the morning. 
That night several men were going to set a trap for the wild animal. 
Tom was invited to go along. This was very exciting for a boy who had 
just arrived from New York City. A piece of meat was placed near a 
cave where the panther was believed to be hiding. Armed with rifles, 
the men waited for the animal to approach. Suddenly there was a great 
howl from the woods and the fierce animal emerged close to where Tom 
was .standing. The boy was scared and trembled at the sight of the beast. 
Tom's uncle was an excellent shot, as he had been a hunter. Calmly 
taking his gun, he fired at the animal 1 s head. The animal b.ounded 
toward Tom, but his uncle fired again as it was ready to p.ounce .on the 
b.oy. It snarled fiercely and with a great thud fell to the ground. 
While inspecting the animal's b.ody, the men shuddered at the th.ought 
of what might have happened to the boy. Tom's uncle promised him that 
he might take the panther's skin home as a souvenir of the.ir adventure. 
You should have seen the happy look on Tom's face as they str.olled 
homeward. 
MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST FOR THE THIRD STORY 
1. The ranch belonged to Tom's (a) father, (b) cousin, hl uncle 
2. The ranch was (a) in Colorado, iQl in Texas, (c) in Canada 
3. A panther is an animal similar to (a) birds, (b) a gazelle, 
1£2.. a lion 
4. The pan~her killed (a) birds, JEl cattle, (c) natives 
5. The wild animals spread terror (a) in the mountains, (b) in the 
desert, ill in ·the village · 
6. There had been at the beginning (a) three of these beasts., 
i£1 two. of these beasts, (c) one panther 
7. The younger one had been captured (a) by Tom, (p) by the uncle, 
i£l by a rancbman 
8. The older panther was ill cunning, (b) unwise, (c) ill 
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9. The younger one had strayed into the village (a) during the night, 
ill during the early morning., (c) during the. meeting 
10. A group of men decided (a) to tame the older panther, JEl to set a 
trap for the older panther, (c) to help the older panther 
11. Tom was ill invited to go, (b) not invited to go, (c) forgotten 
12. The boy thought it would be ill a thrill, (b) unexciting, 
(c) unimportant 
13. Tom had come from (a) Boston, JEl New York City, (c) Texas 
14. A piece of meat was placed near (a) a hill, (b) a barn, i£2. a cave 
15. The men were (a) unarmed, (b) armed with clubs, i£l armed with 
rifles 
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FOURTH STORY 
THE EARLY STOVE INDUSTRY OF DETR0IT 
The first stoves were shipped to Detroit from East on the Erie 
Canal. This early stove did not satisfy the needs of the people be-
cause they were little more than iron boxes with a smaller iron box on 
top which was used for an oven. 
The manufacture of stoves really began in Detroit during the 
1830's. The people did not like waiting for a new stove or new parts 
if. their stove became broken or cra.cked. The new stov.e and new parts 
had to be shipped from Albany and Troy, New York. Someone started re-
pairing the parts of the broken stoves under th~; name of "Iron Works." 
Young Jerry Dwyer, who was ieft alone at the age of eleven years, 
went to work in. the "Iron Works . 1' After a long while he decided to go 
into the stove business for himself. Later, because of many hardships, 
he took two partners into his business. The business then became known 
as the. Detroit Stove Works. Other people started making stoves in 
Detroit, too, thus causing Detroit to become the largest stove-producing 
ce~ter in this country. 
MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST FOR THE FOURTH STORY 
1. The first stoves were shipped· to De.troit from (a) the north, 
(b) the west, (£l_the east 
2 .. The body of water used to ship the stoves was (a) Lake Michigan, 
(b) Lake Superior, i£l Lake Erie 
3. The early stoves shipped to Detroit were like fu an iron box, 
(b) a round tube, (c) a large tub 
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4. The oven on these early stoves was (a) on !:he side, ill on the top, 
(c) in the middle 
5. This early stove (a) ple<tsed the people, ill did not satisfy the 
people, (c) was very small 
6. The people did not like to wait for (a) old parts, ill new parts, 
(c) iron kettles 
7. Very often these early stoves became (a) very hot, ill broken, 
(a) dirty 
8. These early stoves were made of (a) copper, (b) steel, ill iron 
9. Young Jerry Dwyer was left (a) on the street, ill alone, (c) in a 
pouse 
10. When the stoves became broken or cracked they were (a) thrown away, 
ill repaired, (c) sent back 
11. Because young Jerry was alone he went (a) away, {b) to play, 
l£2. into busine.ss 
12. In his business Jerry had ill many hardships, .(?2. many friends, 
(c) many buildings 
13. The number of partners Jerry had in his business was (a) six, 
(b) three, ill two 
14. The name of Jerry's business was (a) Stove Business, (b) Jerry's 
Stoves, i£l The Detroit itoue Works 
15. Detroit became the stove-producing center in this country because 
(a) more stoves were shipped, ill many people started making stoves, 
(c) mor.e people bought stoves 
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FIFTH STORY 
PEACE WITH CANADA 
Part of our second war with Great Britain in 1812 was fought on 
the Great Lakes, This was quite natural, b.ecause they lie between the 
United States and Canada, and Canada belonged to Great Britain. The 
position of the lakes makes them an easy road into either country. 
When the war ended, and the treaty was signed in 1815, both nations 
had gunboats on the lakes, and each side continued to build more boats 
at a great rate. However, in. 1815 Congress told President Madison to 
sell or lay up all the lake fleet not needed to prevent smuggling. 
England was asked to do the same thing, so she sent over Charles Bagot 
to discuss such an arrangement. He and the American representative 
signed a treaty which put a limit to the number of ships each country 
might have. This was the beginning· of what turned out to be a long 
peace with good feeling between the United States and Canada. · 
MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST FOR THE FIFTH STORY 
l. The second war was fought with ..(& Great Britain, (b) France, 
(c) Canada 
2. This war was fought in (a) 1815, i£1 1812, (c) 1817 
3. Part of the war was fought on (a) England's shore, (b) United 
States, i£1 Great Lakes 
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4. This was natural because ~ the lakes are a good way into either 
country, (b) the two countries wanted to fight, (c) the lakes always 
have water 
5. The lakes lie between (a) Canada and Spain, (b) Canada and England, 
i£l Canada and the United States 
6. When the war started hl both nations built more boats. (b) both 
nations stopped building boats, (c) both nations did nothing 
7. Some gunboats belonged to 1!1 Canada and the United States 
(b) Canada and Spain, (c) Canada and the Great Lakes 
8. The Pr~sident at the time was (a) Adams, i£1 Madison, (c) Jefferson 
9. The President was told by (a) the King, i£1 the Congress, 
(c) the people 
10. England was asked (a) to build more boats, i£1 to limit the number 
of boats, (c) to scrap all her boats 
11. England's representative was (a) William Harrison, i£1 Charles 
Bagot, (c) James Polk 
12. Both representatives signed (a) a truce, i£1 a treaty, (c) a check 
13. This agreed to (a) sink all the boats left, (b) keep no boats, 
i£l limit the number of boats 
14. The boats kept were used to 1!1 stop smuggling, (b) hold the 
boundary, (c) hold war games 
15. Both countries then had (a) a long period of war, i£1 a long period 
of peace, (c) a long period of selling 
CHART OF LISTENING ACTIVITIES 
Time Activity 
7-8 A.M. Listened to father telling me to get up. 
After I ate, I listened and watched TV. 
Beard father say good'-bye. 
8-9 To brother telling me to get my coat on. 
Talked to my brother on way to school. 
Talked to friends on playground. 
Listened to opening exercises. 
Listened to Amos Fortune. 
9-10 Listened to teacher giving arithmetic assignment. 
Heard someone whispering in room; 
Heard Mr. Mahan talking to his class. 
10-11 Listened to teacher give spelling test. 
ll•l2 
Heard bell ring. 
Heard teacher tell us to go outside. 
Heard Miss Pritchard tell me to go out. 
Beard children talking at recess. 
Heard children talking in line. 
Beard Mary Ann saying be quiet. 
Heard teacher talking to us. 
Heard bell ring. 
Teacher told girls and boys to line up. 
Heard people talking in hall. 
Bell rang. 
Patrol leader told us to catch up. 
When I got home my dog barked and jumped all over me. 
My mother asked me what I wanted for lunch. 
Heard my brother rehearse his lines for the cub's play. 
Heard the bot dogs sizzling. 
12-1 P.M. Heard my father's car come in the garage. 
My mother. and father discussed the morning's activities. 
Listened and watched TV. 
Talked to brother on way to school. 
Heard children in schoolyard. 
Talked to Mary Ann. 
Bell rang. 
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Time Activity 
1-2 Heard children in hall. 
Heard children talking in room. 
Mrs. Dorval told us about our book reports. 
Children asked questions. 
Teacher answered. 
Went over reading paper. 
2-3 Jonathan Bragg made a funny noise. 
Teacher told us to get our clothes ·and line up for recess. 
People were talking in line .. 
Talked with Mary Ann at recess. 
Heard a girl calling a dog. 
Heard the bell ring. 
Heard children talking in line. 
On way in, I heard the teacher clap her hands. 
Teacher told us the answers in our work books, 
3-4 Heard the rest of the answers in our work book. 
Teacher told us .to get our ·coats and line up. 
The bell rang. 
Teacher told us to pass. 
Talked with Mary Ann on way downstairs. 
In auditorium lots of kids were talking. 
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Went to dramatics and listened to Mrs. Gorden call our name. 
Listened for Mrs. Gorden to tell us what to do. 
Mrs. Gorden told us to make .up a pantomime. 
Listened to other kids put on pantomimes. 
Heard boys playing basketball. 
4-5 Listened to rest of pantomimes. 
Talked· to Lenore on way home. 
Talked with my mother for a while. 
The phone rang. 
I listened to person on phone. 
5-6 Talked with my mother again. 
Heard my father~'s car drive up. 
Heard my brother talking to him; 
Heard my brother rehearse his lines for the cub's play. 
Heard doffee boiling. 
6-7 Listened to talk at table. 
Heard my mother ask me to change. 
My brother was talking to me. 
Heard car engine running, 
Time 
7-8 
8-9 
Activity 
Heard the wind in the trees. 
Heard everyone talking at Pack meeting. 
Listened to two skits at Pack meeting. 
Heard a man give out awards. 
Heard a lot of people and children talking. 
My mother told me to go out to the car. 
Mother told me to get my pajamas.· 
Then to finish my homework. 
Then I watched and listened to TV. 
Mother told me to get to bed, 
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UNIT III 
Objective: 
The purpose of the following lessons is to develop the ability 
to listen attentively, so .that the main idea and supporting details of 
a story may be recalled. 
Materials: 
Selections on "Teaching the Listening Skills," The Weekly Reader, 
Education Center, Columbus 16, Ohio. 
Teacher's presentation: 
These stories were read aloud by the teacher. The class was 
asked to listen carefully to the stories. so that they could determine 
an appropriate title and answer questions based on the content. Follow-
ing the teacher's reading of the story, the children recorded their 
answers on a sheet of paper. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The class listened very attentively while the stories were being 
read. In some cases the pupils wanted to talk about a similar situa-
tion they had experienced. The questions were answered before discus-
sion was encouraged. 
These lessons followed those presented in Unit II and the group 
reacted differently toward them. One child said that he prefe.rred the 
stories that had to be marked by checking the correct answer on the 
typed sheet given him. A girl said that it was easier when she had 
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the written question sheet to refer to. Some found that i.t was diffi-
cult to formulate their answers in a short period of time. The pupils 
found this type of listening, which involved determining the main idea 
and supporting facts, more difficult than·listening as presented in 
Unit II. 
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FIRST STORY 
The people of Charleston, South Carolina, didn 1 t laugh when 
Blackbeard brought his pirate fleet to their harbor about 240 years 
ago. The holds of his sh~ps were filled with treasures he had taken 
off other ships, but he needed medical supplies. 
Blackbeard placed his ships at the entrance to Charleston 
harbor. As ships came out, Blackbeard attacked them, made the pas-
sengers prisoners, and kept the ships. Then he sent some of his crew 
again into Charleston. They swaggered through the streets shooting. 
The Governor could do nothing but furnish the supplies. Blackbeard 
then freed the prisoners and the ships and sailed away. 
1. What did Blackbeard want from the city of Charleston? 
(medical supplies) 
2. Who went into the city to demand supplies? .(crew) 
3. Why did the Governor give Blackbeard's men the supplies they 
wanted? (to protect Charleston's people and harbor) 
4. What is a good title for this story? 
(a) Blackbeard's Visit to Charleston 
(b) How Blackbeard Got What He Wanted 
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SECOND STORY 
The wolf," by staying downwind and creeping along behind rocks, 
had managed to get close to the herdr.: When the. old ewe, their leader, 
caught his scent, ·she was off at a gallop over the rocky ground. The 
rest of the herd followed. They headed straigh~ for the sheer, rocky 
wall of a mountain. The wall looked too steep to be climbed. But the 
old ewe knew a way up that steep mountainside. 
Soon some of the herd had reached the top. The rest were strung 
down the face of the cliff. A narrow ledge was enough for the bighorns 
to get a foothold. Pads on their feet helped them grip the rocks. The 
animals quickly climbed to the top. 
1. How did the leader know the wolf was there? (she caught 
his scent) 
2. What helped .the bighorns grip the rocks? (pads on their 
feet) 
3. What tells us the old ewe was a skillful leader? 
(she led the herd safely away from the wolf) 
q. What is a good title for this story? 
(a) How the Bighorns Escaped the Wolf 
(b) How the Ewe Led the Bighorns to Safety 
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THIRD STORY 
A Puerto Rican fruit has been found to be a "gold mine" for 
heelth.. The fruit is like a cherry, and it is very rich in Vitamin C. 
It is the acerola (A-se-ro.'la). 
The acerola is a bushy tree that grows up to 15 feet in height. 
Scientists have found that acerola has 80 times as much Vitamin 
C as the same quantity of oranges would have.· Because it is s.o rich 
in Vitamin C, a little of the fruit will go a long way. It is now being 
mixed with other juices. 
1. Where is the acerola tree found? (Puerto Rico) 
2. How much more Vitamin C is found in acerola than in the same 
anount or quantity of oranges? (80 times as much) 
3. Why is finding the acerola good news for the people of 
Puerto Rico? (Vitamin G for their own needs and perhaps some to sell) 
4. What is a good title for this story? 
(a) Vitamin C from the Acerola 
(b) New Source of Vitamin C 
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UNIT ,IV 
Objective,: 
The ,purpose of the following .lessons is to develop purposeful 
listening by determining the title and the three main characters in 
oral book reports .. 
Teacher 1 s presentation.: 
In most programs of studies for the .fifth grade the pupils are 
required to present oral book .repor.ts. Too often this was a case of .a 
pupil giving .the report and .very few listening to him because each was 
concerned with his own report.. When this unit was introduced, one oral 
book report had been presented by each class member. In the report 
for this unit the children were told ·to ,give the author's name but not 
the title of the book. 
A hectographed chart was given to each child before the book 
reports began,. (An example is included on page 49.) 
The class was instructed to describe at least three characters 
in the book and to present adequate information concerning the story, 
so that ,the pupils would be able to supply on their chart a suitable 
title for the book on the basis of the report given. Each oral report 
was limited to five or six minutes, thus giving each class member suf-
ficient time to report. An average of three pupils gave ,their reports 
daily. 
Each class member was .asked to give a speaking mark to the per-
.son reporting. The object of this was to encourage purposeful listening 
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and planned presentation. The charts were collected and graded by the 
teacher for accuracy in listening comprehension. The graded marks were 
recorded on a large bulletin board chart entitled 0 Listening and Speak-
ing." Using blue coloring on the horizontal plane of the chart, the 
boys and girls were marked for their listening ability. On the verti-
cal plane, in another color, was the speaking mark. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The children knew in advance what day their report was to be 
given, On their desks were their hectographed charts and pencils. 
Within a few minutes, the boys and girls were ready and anxious to 
listen to the reports of their class memb.ers. The room was exception-
ally quiet. 
As the characters were described, the pupils wrote the. names of 
the characters on their charts. The class then listened to the details 
presented and wrote what they considered a suitable title for each book 
report. When the pupil presenting the report had finished, he asked 
the Class if there were any questions.. The students usually had three 
or four questions, such as "Where may the book be obtained?" and "Are 
there more books in this series?" When a part of the book report was 
not clear, the point •1as clarified through questioning and discussion. 
At the completion of the day's reports, some pupils stated that they 
had known the exact title of the book because they had previously read 
it. 
The pupils were eager to give their book reports, and in some 
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instances the children wanted to know if they could give their report 
sooner than was scheduled. When the graded charts were returned to 
the class, the pupils were anxious to know the correct titles of the 
books. The student who had given the book report wrote the correct 
title on the board and each class member listed the title on his chart. 
Discussion followed, comparing the title they selected with the actual 
title .. 
Name of Child 
Giving Report 
Nancy Green 
Sheila Horace 
Jonathan Bragg 
Nancy Bryant 
"Ricky" Stortz 
"Cindy" Taft 
Steven Walker 
Joe Rogalla 
Suggested Title 
Gehrig's Baseball 
Career 
The Life of Joan 
of Arc 
A Dog Named 
'Pretty Joe 
Bombs Away 
Nancy Drew.and 
Her Mystery Mansion 
Abe Lincoln 
George Washington 
Carver 
Wright Brothers 
BOOK REPORT CHART 
Three Characters Suggested 
Speaking Mark 
Joe McCarthy, Lou 
Gehrig, Miller Hug-
gins 
Joan d'Arc, Dolphin, 
Rob.ert De Baudricourt 
Miss Laura, Joe, Jim, 
Susan 
Mike, Mary, Jane, Jeff 
Father, Bess, George, 
Nancy 
Abe Lincoln, Nancy Hanks 
Lincoln, Stephen A. Douglas 
George Washington Carver, 
Aunt Marston, Austin Curtis 
Wilbur and Orvi1le Wright 
(concluded on next page) 
A 
A-
A-
B 
A 
B+ 
Actual Title 
Lou Gehrig 
Joan of Arc 
Beautiful Joe 
We Were There 
at Pearl Harbor 
The Ghost of 
Blackwood Hall 
Abe .Lincoln•·"'" 
Log Cabin to White 
House 
George Washington 
Carver 
The Wright Brothers 
Name of Child 
Giving Report 
David Goodman 
"Debby" Dildley 
Gary Meehan 
Suggested Title 
Dan and His 
Hamster 
The Golden 
Stallion 
A Trip That 
Earned a .Demerit 
BOOK REPORT CHART (concluded) 
Three Characters 
Brownswiggle, 
Hamlet, Pete 
Jiunny Carter, Ann 
Carter, Grandpa 
Carter 
Captain Al Carter-
Bronc, "Fat" c·rampton 
Suggested 
Speaking Mark 
B 
B+ 
B+ 
Actual Title 
Hamlet and 
Brownswiggle 
The Capture of 
the Golden 
Stallion 
Eagle Scout 
IJ1 
0 
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UNIT V 
Objective: 
The purpose of the following lessons is to develop aesthetic or 
appreciative listening. 
Lesson 1 
Materials: 
1 
Poem: To the Thawing Wind, by Robert Frost 
T.he purpose of this lesson is to listen to the poem for mood and 
interpretation of meaning. 
Teacher presentation: 
These lessons were presented one a. week, either on Thursday or 
Friday, for a six-week period. The day before the presentation, a 
gifted pupil was askedl:>y the teacher to prepare for presentation to 
the class a short resume on the life of Robert Frost. The report was 
the group's introduction to the poem. 
The teacher listed on the board such words from the poem as: 
southwester, crucifix, nester, and hermit. The meanings were discussed 
and sentences constructed indicating their proper use. Before reading 
the poem, the title and author were ·written on the board. The teacher 
read Robert Frost's poem, To the Thawing Wind, and the children were 
asked to create mental images of the happenings in the poem. 
1 Louis Untermeyer, Rainbow in the Sky (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, 1935). 
Bostol). Un1vel)sit:r 
School of Education 
Library 
To the Thawing Wind 
Come with rain, 0 loud Southwester! 1' 
Bring the singer; bring the nester; 
Give the buri~d flower a dream; 
}iake the settled snow-bank steam; 
Find the brown beneath the white·i 
Bu.t what e 1 er you do tonight, 
Bathe my window~ mak.e it; flow, 
Melt it as the ice will go; 
Melt the glass and leave the sticks 
Like a hermit's crucifix; 
Burst into my nar~ow stall; 
Swing the picture on;, the wall; 
Run the rattling pag'es o'er; 
Scatter poems on the floor; 
Turn the past out of· door! 
Robert 'Frost 
The class was asked to relate the mental pictures that they 
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had created. The poem was reread to clarify meaning and create further 
images; discussion followed. The mental images were left with the 
children when the poem was read a third time. 
Pupil participation and reaction: 
'The cla.ss discussed knowingly the words and their Jneanings. They 
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were very attentive to the report on Robert Frost's life as presented 
by one of their classmates. Particular interest in the picture of the 
poet was shown by the class. The picture depicted Frost when he was 
about eighty years old. The students wanted to know if Mr. Frost was 
still living; The girl reporting stated that she was not sure, but 
the information would be obtained and presented the next day. 
Following the oral reading of the poem, the children were asked 
what mental images they had constructed. One said that he had seen the 
snow melting and the brown earth showing through. Another said he had 
seen the warm wind blowing. When asked why·he thought the wind was 
warm, he replied that the poem said the wind had come from the South. 
Another child said that she had seen a snow-bank steaming as one does 
when the sun shines on the snow. One girl said that she could see t.he 
papers being blown about in the author's stall. 
The class was asked to listen to the poem again to determine 
what .the author meant by 
'Bathe my window, make it flow, 
Melt the. glass and leave the sticks 
Like a hermit's crucifix; 
and also what was meant by 
'Burst into my narrow stall.' 
One boy said that he thought the first few lines meant that the 
warm rain would melt the ice crystals that had frozen on the window. 
This would leave the sticks showing through like a cross. He demon-
strated what he meant by using his hands. He added, with a grin, that 
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it did not mean that the window would melt away. The class did not 
grasp the meaning of the "narrow stall." They had to be told that 
Frost was referring to the small room in which he worked. Most of the 
class enjoyed the poem an.d there was more. enthusiasm shown. than had 
been shown with some less difficult poems that had been discussed. 
The group commented that it was fun to find the hidden meanings 
of a poem. 
Lesson 2 
Materials: 
Record: Robert Frost Reads the Poems of Robert Frost 
Decca Records, 33 1/3 R.P.M. 
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The purpose o.f this. lesson was to develop the ability to listen 
to a recording of poetry for mood and comprehension. 
Teacher's presentation: 
The teacher introduced the record by asking the children if they 
remembered the name of the poem by Robert .Frost that had been presented 
(To the Thawing Wind). The teacher announced that t]:ley were going to 
hear a record in which Robert Frost reads some of his own poems. 
The first title, Mending Walls, ~as listed on the board. The 
children were asked to tell what mental pictures they could draw as 
Robert Frost read. his poem. This poem was followed by Robert Frost 
reading Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The children were very anxious to hear recorded poems. This 
was their first experience with poems read by .the. author. The group 
listened attentively to Robert Frost's reading, striving to visualize 
what was read. At the completion of the reading, the class said that 
a wall had been seen that needed mending. Another pupil commented 
that he had visualized a hunter walking through a hole in a wall. A 
girl said that she had pictured a field with apple trees growing on 
one side of a wall and pine trees standing on the other side, One boy 
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commented that he gathered that Robert Frost did not like wall.s because 
of something that was said in the poem. Another boy disagreed with him. 
The boy declared that he thought Robert Frost was fond of walls. 
The recording of the poem was played again to see if the class 
thought Robert Frost liked or disliked walls. Following this, some 
pupils said they thought Frost did not like walls because the poem 
stated that walls make enemies. They brought out the fact that the 
poem said, ''What are walls walling out?" Other children thought that 
Frost liked walls by the fact that men were mending the wall. The 
author 1 s statement that "some folks who do not like a wall'' shows that 
Frost must have liked them. When a vote was taken, the majority of the 
class seemed to think that Robert Frost liked walls. Through the dis-
cussion, much more insight and appreciation were gained from the poem. 
Lesson 3 
Material: 
l 
Western Wagons, by Rosemary and Stephen Vincent Benet. 
The purpose of this lesson is to develop the appreciation of 
poetry through listening and choral reading. 
Teacher's presentation: 
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The class had completed a social studies unit on the movement to 
the West. Words such as blaze, schooner, legions, banjo, and Ioway were 
written on the board. The class was asked for word meaning and usage. 
The poem was· read aloud by the teacher as the children listened for under-
standing. The pupH:s were questioned on the thoughts presented in the 
poem. The class was then asked how groups or individuals could read the 
poem to obtain the desired effect. The group was familiar with choral 
reading selections and concluded that Western Wagons could be presented 
in this manner. 
Pupils' participation and reaction·: 
The poem was read without revealing its title. Most of the pu-
pils suggested "Western Movement" as a possible title. The words were 
familiar to them, as they had been used in their social studies unit. 
When asked what they visualized as the poem was being read, one 
pupil said he saw rugged men equipped with rifles preparing for a 
journey West. Another said he saw people flocking to the West because 
of the discovery of gold. A girl said that she saw women and children 
packin~ and leaving for the West. A boy visualized bodies of men, who 
1Rosemary and Stephen Vincent Benet, A Book of Americans (Eau 
Claire, Wisconsin: E. M. Hale and Company, 1933). 
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had died from freezing, left along the trail. One superior pupil said 
that she could not understand how the pioneers could be "moving out 
today" as it was stated in one part of the poem, when in another part 
it said, "but we're going West tomorrow .. 11 A boy answered her by saying 
that many times the people got ready to move one day but the wagon 
trains did not leave because everyone was not present. He felt that 
it took time for them to assemble. This was a satisfactory answer for 
the girl who asked. 
The class was asked how the poem could be presented by groups or 
by individuals. to make it more effective. The "classic answer" was 
given: to allow one row or group to say each line of the poem. The 
pupils were asked to read the poem again silently to determine which 
they thought should be presented by all boys, a few boys, or girls, 
all girls, or everyone. The poem is writ.ten below as the class decided 
it should be presented. 
Three 
Boys 
All 
Boys 
Western wagons 
Rosemary and Stephen Vincent Benet 
They went with axe and rifle, when the trail was still to 
·blaze, 
They went with wife and children, in the prairie-schooner days, 
With banjo and with frying pan--Susanna, don 1 t you cry! 
For I'm off to California to get rich out there or die! 
All We've broken land and cleared it, but we're tired of where 
Boys we are. 
They say that wild Nebraska is a better place by far. 
There's gold in far Wyoming, there's black earth in Ioway, 
All So pack up the kids and blankets, for we.'re moving out today! 
Girls 
All 
Boys 
Two 
'Boys 
Both 
Boys'. 
and 
Girls 
The cowards never star~ed and the weak died on the road, 
And all across the continent the. endless campfires glowed. 
We 1 d taken land and settled-'-but .!! traveler passed ]?y--
And we're going~ tomorrow--Lordy, never ask.!:!;! why~ 
We're going West tomorrow, where the promises can't fail. 
O'er the hills in legions, boys, and crowd the dusty trail! 
We shall starve and freeze and suffer. We shall die, and 
tame the lands. 
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But we're going West tomorrow, with our fortune in our hands. 
Material: 
Lesson 4 
Record Introducing the Instruments, Mitchell Miller, Golden 
Record Series 
The purpose of this lesson is to introduce varied musical 
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instruments and to develop the ability to recognize musical sounds pro-
duced by each. 
Teacher's presentation: 
Music instruction in this school does not stress music apprecia-
tion at the fifth grade level. Two lecords had been played and analyzed 
I 
prior to the presentation of this unit. Pictures of different musical 
instruments were shown to the class lnd discussed. Some of the chil~ 
dren had played musical instruments lt Christmas time, making a few 
instruments more familiar than otherl. 
I 
The record ''introducing the Ihstruments 11 was presented to the 
! 
class by informing the children that a recording of individual instru-
ments would now be heard. The class members were given a slip of paper 
on which each child recorded the name of the instruments as they were 
announced on the recording. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The class enjoyed seeing the pictures andtalking about the in-
struments. One girl had an uncle who played in the Boston Symphony, so 
she was extremely interested. Her interest and enthusiasm spread 
throughout the class. The group particularly liked having the different 
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musical instruments introduced. They wen~ greatly intrigued with the 
titles given to· the different instruments, such as "Antoinette the 
Clarinet," "Bobo, the Oboe," "Muldoon,. theBassoon," and ''Mike Malone, 
the Slide Trombone." The finale of the record presented the entire 
orchestra playing a selection to demonstrate how each instrument con-
tributes to the orchestra. While th!!- orchestra played this selection, 
some of the children pretended they were playing a particular instru-
ment in the orchestra. The comments following indicated that the group 
now realized the many instruments contributing to an o.rches tra. 
Arthur Fiedler was to appear in Manchester in April. Some of 
them said they planned to see him. The boys and girls declared that 
now they would be looking and listening for different instruments. 
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Lesson 5 
Material: 
Record: Grand Canyon Suite, by Grefe. Boston Pops Orchestra, 
Arthur Fiedler, Conductor. RCA Victor LM1928 Red Seal. 
The purpose of this lesson is to listen for the mood created by 
a musical suite. 
Teacher's presentation: 
Grade five was.studying the Rocky Mountain states and were es-
pecially interested in the difference in the land formation of New 
England and the Western mountains. This was an appropriate place to 
introduce the Grand Canyon Suite. It was planned to present parts of 
the suite, but class interest altered these plans and the entire suite 
was heard. The title of the record was not revealed to the class. The 
group was asked to listen to the record. When half the record had been 
played, the music stopped and the group was asked what visions the 
music had created. The recording was then completed. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
One boy recognized .the recording because he had loaned it for 
class use. He said that it was one of his favorites and asked many 
times before it was played when it would be used in class. Most stu-
dents felt the rhythm immediately and showed it through hand and body 
movements. At the beginning of the recording, some appeared relaxed 
and peaceful. The music was stopped after a few bars of "On the Trail" 
were played. The class did not like this interruption. When they 
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were asked what the record brought to their minds, these were some of 
the responses: "It sounded like. q,uiet waves at the beach.'' "Birds 
were flying overhead." "I could see high mountains and very rough 
country. 11 "It sounded like horses when it was stopped. 11 The entir.e 
class was 'Very anxious to have the record continue and to have. the dis-
cussion stopped. During the "On the Trail'' section the students really 
got into the "swing'' of things and were jogging along the trail in 
their chairs. 
When the section, "The Cloudburst, 11 started to play, the chil-
dren, without being asked, said that there was a terrible storm. Some 
of the children covered their heads and acted frightened, as they might 
have done if there were a real thunder and lightning storm. When this 
section was completed, one girl said that the storm had receded and it 
seemed to her as if the sun were shining again. The boy who owned the 
record said that he thought the recording was marvelous, because all 
these scene.s were created with musical instruments and the mus.ic seemed 
to come to life. Most of the members in the class wanted to hear the 
record again. 
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Lesson 6 
Material: 
Record: Grieg Music from Peer Gynt Suite. Boston Pops Orchestra, 
Arthur Fiedler, Conductor. Eileen Farrell, Soprano. 
The purpose of this lesson is to listen to music for apprecia-
tion and to interpret the pupils' feelings through creative art. 
Teacher's presentation: 
Some class members were completing a border design on "Winter 
Scenes'' and it was decided to encourage their art work through music 
interpretation. The name "Peer Gynt. Suite" was written on the black-
board. The group was informed that this record was to be played. 
While listening to the record, they were encouraged to finish their 
border design5. When their designs were completed, they were instructed 
to draw on a piece of construction paper what.ever the recording sug-
gested to them. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The mood of the record was imparted slowly to the group. The 
class seemed to enjoy the recording, but they showed less enthusiasm 
over this record than over the "Grand Canyon Suite." 
When the record was completed, the pupils told what they felt 
the record was about. Each child used his own picture to illustrate 
his description. Some children did not think their drawings were ex-
pressive enough and did not choose to show them. One girl described 
the recording as seeming quiet and she drew an ocean scene to depict 
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this. One child said that he saw a. group of people dancing in a circle, 
and his picture showed this. Many felt that the music was quiet and 
calm in some sections, while other parts were·,unoving and active. The 
boys and girls said that many different musical images could be created 
in a single recording. A girl mentioned that the music reminded her 
of the music from the "Pied Piper," which was shown on television. A 
boy said that he had heard flutes being played, so for his picture he 
had drawn musicians playing flutes. The class reaction indicated that 
they liked listening to "good JD.Usic. 11 
UNIT VI 
Objective: 
The purpose of these lessons is to listen to recorded stories 
to determine the sequence of events. 
Lesson 1 
Materials: 
Record: California Gold Rush, Enrichment Records, 246 Fifth 
Avenue, ~ew York 1, New York. 
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The purpose of this lesson is to listen to a recording to gain 
more information on a topic presented in the history studies. 
Teacher's presentation: 
The class had discussed the gold rush as presented in their 
history books. The teacher introduced the record by saying it would 
offer more information on the California Gold Rush. The names of the 
men presented in the record were listed on the blackboard so that the 
pupils wo.uld recognize them as they spoke. 
Pupils, .. participation and reaction: 
The pupils were very interested in the story. Some of them par-
ticularly enjoyed the dialogue used by Pedro. The class discussed the 
section where Captain Sutter commented that the discovery of gold should 
be kept a secret. The class brought out the fact that when the news of 
gold became public there would be a great rush. Captain Sutter wanted 
to be sure that this message would be true. One pupil said that the 
west.ern newsmen reporting the news became .excited because this was grea.t 
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news not only for the West but for the entire country. Another pupil 
wondered why the editor of the rtewsp~per would be afraid of the Indian 
working for Mr. Sutter. One boy said .that most of the Indians in this 
section were hostile toward white men. The fact was brought out that 
the gold rush attracted people. from all sections of our country. When 
asked why oxen were used to pull the covered wagons westward, the class 
stated that they were stronger, ate less, and required less care than 
horses. One pupil to.ld of seeing oxen and horses in competition at a 
fair and that the oxen proved much stronger. 
Three pupils in the class pretended they were going to California 
in search of gold. Each student showed the route to be followed by 
marking his proposed journey on a map, and told of some of the hard-
ships he would experience. One girl decided that the scene in town 
proved gold was plentiful because miners were throwing gold onto the 
stage where entertainers were performing. 
The song "Sweet Betsey from Pike" was sung in the record, and a 
girl who had a copy of the record at home brought it to class the next 
day. The students enjoyed listening to it. 
The discovery of gold in California aided inthe development of 
the West. These facts wer.e discussed by the pupils. During the history 
lesson the fact was brought out that all the people who traveled West-
ward did not find gold and some had to resort to other types of ~ork. 
The class was very interested in learning that Armour, Studebaker, and 
Hopkins were among these people. They recognized the names of Armour 
and Studebaker, but had to be told that Hopkins established the Union 
Pacific Railroad. 
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Lesson 2 
Material: 
Record: Riding the Pony Express, Enrichment Records, 
246 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New York 
Teacher's presentation: 
After reading the section in their history books on "Faster Ways 
to Carry News," the class listened to the record, "Riding the Pony Ex-
press," to gain more information on this event. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The pupils were keenly interested in the establishment of the 
first Pony Express·. The class discussed the fact that the men chosen 
to be riders must be strong, honest, and dependable. The pupils said 
that men of this caliber were hard to find. One pupil said that the 
cost of sending a letter, as mentioned in the record, was expensive. 
A boy said that in those days it was very expensive to operate an under-
taking such a~ this. It was brought out here that the Pony Express 
failed because the government did not help it financially. This brought 
about questions concerning our present postal system and how it is sup-
ported by the government.. The pupils mentioned the dangerous work of 
the Pony Express riders and were interested in William Cody, one of the 
pioneers. 
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UNIT VII 
Objective: 
The purpose of the following lessons is to develop the ability 
to listen to a dramatization for comprehension, characterization, and 
climax. 
Lesson 1 
Material:· 
Book: Wilbert Pronovost and Louise Kingman, The Teaching of 
Speaking and Listening (New York: Longmans, Green and 
Company, 1959). 
Record: Strawberry Girl, by Lois Lenski (Philadelphia: .J. B. 
Lippincott Company, 1955). 
The purpose of this lesson is to listen to a dramatized story 
for comprehension. 
Teacher 1 s presentation:. 
The fifth grade was completing a unit on the Southern states. 
The teache.r introduced "Strawberry Girl" by stating that she felt the 
class would enjoy a recording involving a boy and girl whose parents 
were farmers in Florida, one of the Southern states. The children 
were instructed to listen to the story for content and understanding. 
Pupils 1 participation and reaction: 
The class listened quietly to the recording and each pupil ap-
peared absorbed in the story. At the completion of the record, details 
of the story were brought out by the following questions presented by 
the teacher: 
"What was the girl's. name? Her entire name?" 
"What were the Boyers planning on raising?" 
"What did Mre. Slater say when Mrs. Boyer told her that she 
wasn't going to raise cattle and hogs?" 
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"What did Shoestring say when he saw Birdie plowing the 'right 
of way'" 
"What did Shoestring say about the fence?" 
"What happened one night to make Mr. Boyer very angry?" 
"How did the children feel about the quarreling?" (Here the 
record was replayed for clarification of the last question.) 
"What happened when Mr. Slater wanted to dr.ive his .cattle down 
to the lake for water?" 
''What did .Mrs. Boyer· try to do in hopes of settling tie disagree-
ment peacefully?" 
''Was she successful?" 
"How did the Slaters and Boyers feel toward one another at the 
completion of the story?" 
The pupils enjoyed the record and most of them were able to 
answer the questions after hearing the record once. When the class 
was unable to answer a question or recall a detail in the story,. that 
part of the record was played again. One boy was quite excited over 
t:he fact that Shoestring thought the table cloth was a "bed kever." 
The class brought out the fact that the Boyers must have bad better 
furnishings than the Slaters. They thought the expression "hoges" was 
unusual and commented about this. The pronunciation of "poison" was 
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discussed and a girl who had relatives in Georgia brought out the fact 
that 11Southerns" pronounce words differently from us. She said that 
most southern people spoke as the characters in the story were presented. 
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Lesson 2 
Material: 
Strawberry Girl (same as Less.on 1) 
The purpose of this lesson is to listen to a recorded story for 
the development of characterizations and to listen for sequence of 
events which progress toward the turning poin.t (climax). 
Teacher's presentation: 
As an introduction, the class was asked to recall a previous 
discussion involving a Walt Disney cartoon, "Chip and Dale;" which the 
class had reviewed on television. It was brought to the attention of 
the class that the discussion involved the characteristic.s of 1'Chip and 
Dale . 11 The group reviewed that "Chip" was the character who didn 1 t do 
much thinking for himself and was always following "Dale." The class 
remembered these characters were alway~ getting into trouble. 
The class was asked to recall the title of the record heard on 
the previous day. Then the record "Strawberry Girl 11 ~as played to de-
termine how the characters in this story reacted toward each other. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The children listened attentively to the record the second time 
because they listened for a different reason. The group appeared re-
laxed and laughed spontaneously at the conversation of the characters. 
They particularly responded to the part referring to "poison." When 
the record had finished, the class was very responsive. They all 
wanted to tell how the people acted and to discuss their feelings. One 
girl sa.id that Mrs. Boyer was a very. nice lady trying to be friendly, 
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but Mrs. Slater was not receptive. A boy said that Mr. Slater was un-
fair and disagreeable. The class did very well in describing all the 
characters. The students decided that most characters are described 
by having them interact with other characters. 
When asked if Mr. Slater changed his-mind in the story, a girl 
in the class said Mr. Slater had changed his mind when he drove his 
cattle around the fence because he thought the flour was poison. It 
was brought out that until the last moment the class didn't know whether 
or not Mr. Slater would go around the fence. When Mr. Slater drove 
his cattle. the long way, Mr. Boyer drove his few cattle right along 
with him. The pupils were asked what part of the story this was, and 
a pupil said that this was the most exciting section. Through question-
ing it was brought out that. this was the turning point in the story. 
When the class was asked another name for the turning point, they were 
unable to recall it. The group was informed that this is known as the 
climax. ~he word climax was written on the board. The latter part of 
the recording was repeated and the class members raised their hands 
when the climax occurred. 
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Lesson 3 
The purpose of this lesson is to listen to a dramatized story 
to determine the dramatic theme. 
Teacher's presentation: 
The record was introduced to the class by the teacher, who stated 
that on the previous day they had listened to. "Strawberry Girl" to de-, 
termine the climax. Today the class would tiow listen to the recording 
so that each pupil could decide what incidents indicated the growing 
differences between the Boyers and Slaters. Th'e class was told to 
list on a slip of paper the scenes that illustrated differences betwe.en 
the Boyers and the Slaters, leading up to the climax. (The listing was 
to aid them in the discussion of the events.) 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The. children listened attentively and noted the incidents as 
they occurred. In the discussion which followed the class agreed that 
the first difference mentioned in the recording.was that the Boyers 
chose to raise crops instead. of cattle and hogs. On another occasion 
the Boyers and Slaters showed hostility when the hogs got into the 
stnawberries. 
One boy's contribution indicated that he felt Mrs. Boyer was 
responsible for avoiding a feud by sprinkling flour on the plants. As 
a result of her actions, Mr. Slater decided to go around the fence. 
The class was asked if the solution presented in the story sug-
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gested something that they could apply if anyone in the class were in-
v~lved' in a disagreement. One student said that they should settle 
differences peacefully. A girl said that if someone suggests a differ-
ent way of solving a problem it oftentimes results. in success. She 
told as an example about her baby brother who was always wanting to 
write on the wall. When the baby was told not to write on the. wall, 
he seemed more determined than ever to do the writing. The girl was 
able to change the baby 1 s mind by drawing a picture on a blackboa.rd. 
In this way, she said, she took the baby 1 s mind off the wall by attract-
ing his interest to the blackboard. Through discussion it was brought 
out that differences can be settled if we suggest and .try other ways 
of solving a problem. This was the theme or .main idea of .the 11Straw-
berry Girl. 11 The class was encouraged to determine the theme of tele-
vision programs that they watched and .stories they read. 
Some of the children. had said that they "7ere familiar. with the 
name Lois Lenski, having read books written by her. This day a girl 
brought the book 11 Strawberry Girl 11 to school to be read for a book re-
port. Her comment was. that the record did not follow the book exactly--
there were many more characters in the book. Other pupils became in-
terested in books written by Lois Lenski, and as a result many gave book 
reports based on her books. 
Lesson 4 
Material: 
Book: Wilbert Pronovost and Louise Kingman, The Teaching of 
Speaking and Listening in the Elementary School 
(New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1959) . 
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The purpose of this :t.esson is to listen to a story for compre-
hension of facts. 
Teacher's presentation: 
Names such as jean Lafitte, Claiborne, Andrew Jackson, Grymes, 
and Livingston were listed on. the blackboard. The story of Jean Lafitte 
from Speaking and Listening was read to the pupils by the teacher. The 
children were asked if they would like. to present a play based on the 
story of Lafitte and Jackson .. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The pupils were very enthl.lSia.stic over the teacher's suggestion 
that they become involved in a .dramatic presentation. Immediately some 
students wanted to know if they could choose the parts they desired to 
play. When discussing the theme of the play, one boy said he thought 
the theme showed how "many races of people, if they want to, can fight 
together to preserve their country." The fact was discussed that they 
were not races of people but people with different backgrounds. The 
class felt that the c.limax of the story occurred when Jackson decided 
to accept Lafitte's help. 
When the incidents and scenes were being discussed, it was nee-
essary to reread the story so that the class could recall the sequence 
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of events. The group decided that the opening scene of the play would 
present Lafitte and his smugglers selling stolen goods to the men and 
women of New Orleans. The announcer would introduce the characters, 
describe the transactions, and introduce the. next scene. It was de-
cided that the second scene was to depict the British officers trying 
to procure Lafitte 1 s help, but the. refusal of Lafitte 1 s men to fight 
for England because they were sympathetic wil'h the Americans. The chil-
dren chose to present the third scene in Claiborne 1 s office. with Jack-
son and the "Mayor" present. At the end of this scene Lafitte is asked 
to meet with Jackson. The fourth and final scene finds Laf.itte meeting 
with Jackson and the dignitaries. Each child wanted to pm::tra:y. a lead-
ing character. The class was told that they would elect the leading 
play participants on the following day. 
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Lesson 5 
Materials: 
Joanne Berarducci, ''Original Stories for Teaching the Vocal 
Skills and Listening" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1956). 
The purpose of this lesson is to determine who should portray 
characters in a play by listening to individual tryouts. 
Teacher's presentation: 
The lesson was introduced by reminding the children that on the 
previous day they had selected the scenes and characters to be pr~-
sen ted in the play. Today the class was to decide on the pup.ils best 
suited for the character parts. The story on pitch was read (see page 
79). The types of pitch and voices that the characters in the story 
of Lafitte would have to produce were discussed by the clas~;. The 
class was· then divided into four groups so that each pupil could audition 
for a part. Each group was given a copy of the story. All groups were 
visited by the teacher to help as necessary. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The boys and girls were eager to hear the story on. pitch and en-
joyed listening to it. One pupil brought out the fact that he had seen 
a colony of gypsies one summer at the beach. The class was anxious to 
enter into their group situations for tryout opportunities. Each group 
worked quietly .so as not to disturb the other groups. Students were en-
couraged to select a member from their group who would best characterize 
the role in the play. Each child seemed to feel that heuor she was best 
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suited for the role, but after discussing the, qualities necessary for 
the part, they voted and selected the pupils from their group who they 
felt could best read the character roles. The pupils chosen from their 
groups then rea.d their roles before the class, and the class decided 
which participant should be cast in the role. The pupils favored their 
friends, and group.pressures were apparent as each child wanted to know 
how other class members were voting. The class seemed to enjoy hearing 
the different groups read the story. 
1 
PITCH 
Upper Grades 
It was the S.th of August. The Hilton twins had been waiting 
for this day all summer because it was their birthday. 
I 
Mark got up as soon as he saw the first rays of sunlight. He 
made low chuckling sounds to himself' as lte dressed. i•r knew I'd be 
the first one up," he muttered under his breath. He went downstairs 
to feed the goldfish and ''Wait till Linda finds out I did this," 
he said in a low pleased voice. 
His mother called to him from the kitchen in a pleasant voice 
that always went up a little when'she called from a distance. '~rk, 
what are you doing up so early? Breakfast will be ready soon. 11 
"Is Linda up yet?" he asked. 
1Baraducci, op. cit. 
i 
"I think I heard her moving around upstairs," his mother told him. 
When .Linda came down, Mark greeted her with, "I fed the gold-
fish already." 
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110h, I don't care," Linda said in a high voice trying to sound 
as if she meant it. 
The twins ate a big breakfast and made their plans for the day. 
''We'll go swimming this morning," Mark decided. "And we'll go 
to the carnival this afternoon," Linda added firmly. 
"Your plans sound very interesting,". their mother seemed pleased. 
The twins spent the morning swimming in the lake that was not 
far from their house; Afterwards they got ready for the carnival. 
Their mother reminded them, "Stay together, take care of your 
money, and don't ·go away with any strangers." Her voice was firm when 
she said this and not as high as usual. 
The twins promised to remember everything. 
"This will be fun," Mark said in his low happy boyish voice. 
"And you didn't really want to come," Linda said in her high 
fussy voice. 
Mark whistled softly and pretended not to hear her. 
They met others who were going to the carnival. Everyone sounded 
excited as they chattered and laughed. The twins saw many things to 
see and buy. 
Linda saw a group of people standing near a table covered with 
boxes. There was a pile of bright trinkets that Linda wondered about. 
She looked at the group near the table again. "Mark, look," she said 
in her high exci te.d voice. "They look like gypsies. Do you think 
they are?" 
"So what if they are," Mark said in a low calm voice. They 
walked to the table to look at the things being sold. 
"Everything is so beautiful 1 11 Linda said breathlessly. 
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There \vas a girl standing not far off from Linda. She looked 
older than Linda and was quite thin and dark. The two smiled at each 
other. 
''Hello,'' Linda called, "your things are lovely." 
The girl went over and spoke to her in a low pleasant voice that 
sounded as though she had an accent. "Thank you, I ''m glad they please 
you. This band would look pretty in your fair hair." The girl held up 
a black band vTith bright colored stones. 
"It's too nice to wear, 11 Linda .said after looking at it. 
"Your costume. is lovely," Linda said shyly. ''What .is it?" 
The girl's eyes twinkled. "You don't know?" she asked. 
Linda thought a minute. 11Well ,. you do look like a gypsy, 11 she 
said. 
The girl nodded. ''You are right. We are all gypsies," she 
glanced toward the others in the group. 
''Oh, how interesting and nice I mean, 11 Linda said in a high 
sweet voice. "Do you belong to the carnival?'' 
''No, just for the sunnner we do," the gii:l told her. ''We are 
from Spain and we will go back there when autumn comes. 11 
"I know .that gypsi.es always travel a lot because we read about 
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them in school," Linda said. ,;Have you· finished school?" 
"No," the girl said,. "we learn as we travel. But we take many 
books with us to read. We learn many things from the wise people among 
us. 11 
''I bet you do lots of exciting things while you travel," Linda 
said. 
"Well, we like to entertain people and we like to be happy. 
That is why we are always singing and dancing. We also tell fortunes. 
These are the things we do to earn our living." 
Linda enjoyed listening to this gypsy girl who had such a low, 
almost husky voice. They talked more about their different ways of 
living and doing things. Linda found out that the girl's name was 
Carmen. She told her that she and her twin were celebrating their 11th 
birthday. 
Mark came over to where they were talking. Linda said importantly, 
"Oh, this is my twin, Mark. Mark, this is Carmen; she's been telling 
me all about how the gypsies live." 
Mark grinned. ''Hi, I bet you· can build a swell fire and cook 
lots of good meat." 
Carmen had an idea. "Would· you like to visit our camp?'' 
Both twins were pleased and agreed that they would. 
"It isn 1 t far from here and we are going there in a while to 
have supper," she told them. 
The twins always remembered the evening they spent in the gypsy 
camp. They sat on the ground in front of a big fire and ate all kinds 
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of good meat. The gypsies were kind and made them feel at home. The 
twins watched beautiful dancing-and listened to singing. They enjoyed 
hearing the voices that were blended together; some high, some low, 
and others that were in between. Some of the songs were gay, while 
others were sad. 
Soon it began to grow dark and the twins thought they should·go 
home. They told the kind, friendly people that they had spent a wonder-
ful evening with them. 
"Gee, this has been great, 11 Mark told Garmen. 
"It 1 s been a wonderful evening," Linda added. 
11 1 am so glad," Carmen said, smiling. 
They said goodbye and walked home. They agreed that their 
birthday had been a happy one. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY LESSON 4: PITCH 
A. Listening_: 
The children are asked to listen t:o the happenings in the story, to 
the characters to know how they feel and act, which shows in the 
voices they use. Point out the t:hree levels: high, low, and middle, 
which are defined as pitch. 
B, Comprehension: 
Questions are asked based on the content of the story and on the 
kinds of voices used. 
1. What kind of voice was Mark using when he first got up and what 
was he doing? 
2." Why did Mark's mother call him and what kind of voice did she use? 
3. What did Mark and Linda talk about at breakfast? 
4. What did the twins'' mother tell them before they went to the 
carnival? 
5. What kind of voice did she use? 
6. What did the twins see at the carnival? 
7. How did Mark and Linda sound when they talked about what they 
saw? 
8. Whom did Linda talk to and what kind of voice did the girl have? 
9. What did the girl tell Linda about herself and the group she was 
with? 
10. What did Linda and the girl talk about and how did they sound? 
11. What was the special thing about that day that Linda told the 
gypsy girl? 
12. What did Mark and the gypsy girl talk about? 
13. What did the gypsy girl ask them to do? 
14. What did the twins do and see at the gypsy camp? 
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15. What k:!.nds of voices did the twins listen to during the singing? 
16. How did the twins feel when it was time to go? 
C. Participation: 
The children might read the story and try to sound like the charac-
ters by using the voices indica.ted. Children could take turns read-
ing certain parts, reacting as the characters did. Others might 
identify the type of voice used as to level and talk about the 
character in the situation. 
D. Follow-up Activities: 
Children might pick out situations where different levels of voices 
are used that show how they feel. They might find stories or parts 
from plays where types of characterization would require one of the 
three leve1s. These might be high voice. pitch level for happiness, 
middle voice for regular conversation, and low voice for anger or 
wickedness. 
Lesson 6 
Material: 
Story of Lafitte from Speaking and Listening. 
The purpose of this lesson is to determine incidents, scenes, 
and dialogue for the creative play about Jackson and Lafitte. 
Teacher's presentation: 
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The entire story was reread to help the students recall details 
and the sequence of events. The incidents, scenes, and dialogue were 
discussed by everyone. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The pupils had decided that the first scene was to depict Lafitte 
selling contraband goods to the poeple of New Orleans. The people would 
act anxious to receive them. The students brought out the fact that 
Lafitte would be courteous and receptive. The girl chosen to be the 
announcer was quite uncertain as to what she would say or do. The 
class decided to choose another girl to assist her. Scene II presented 
the British officers trying to convince Lafitte to assist them. The 
announcers were to introduce the scene and the characters. The group 
stated that Lafitte would act as though he were stalling for time. 
Lafitte's men, who wanted to fight for the United States, would appear 
very rough with the British officers. The class had decided that the 
third scene would take place in Claiborne's office. The announcers 
would introduce the scene by saying that Jackson was desperate and had 
sent word for Lafitte to meet him at Claiborne's office. 
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When asked what part of this scene led to the climax, the class 
said that when Jackson refuses to meet Lafitte the students realized 
the outcome. One pupil commented that Jackson had to change his mind 
because of the desperate circumstances. The boy who was to be Lafitte 
said that he would act very polite toward Jackson because he, as La-
fitte, wanted to make a good impression. The student who was to por-
tray Claiborne said that he would act coldly toward Lafitte. The pu-
pils thought Jackson would shake hands and act cordially. The class 
was asked when the climax of the play occurred; they felt that the 
climax, or turning point of the play, was Jackson's acceptance of La-
fitte's help. It was decided that the last scene would be the British 
surrendering, and sound effects produced by class members would con-
tribute to the finale. 
The announcer would conclude the play by announcing that the 
peace treaty had been signed before the battle, but due to the poor 
comnunications in those days the news had not reached the people, 
making the Battle of New Orleans unnecessary. 
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Lesson 7 
Material: 
The tape recorder. 
The purpose of this lesson is to re.hearse dialogue and action of 
the play; tape recording the scenes to provide opportunity for playback; 
encouraging listening and improvement. 
Teacher's presentation: 
Class prepared to present. a creative play based on the story of 
Lafitte. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The pupils in the play remained in their seats until their scene 
was presented. The children were very slow in grasping the idea of ex-
pressing themselves when the opportunity presented itself. Following 
the first scene, the children realized this and asked if the cast could 
practice alone. 
The pupils who were in the play grouped at the back of the room 
and worked informally. on the dialogue. In this way, they rehearsed 
their presentation. The boys and girls were not as self-conscious in 
the smaller group. The play was performed informally in their smaller 
group twice; then everyone had gained enough confidence to present the 
play to the class. While in their small groups, some cast members 
wanted to know if they could wear costumes. This idea was greeted 
with a great deal of enthusiasm. The group decided an appropriate 
costume would be worn if it were available. Jean Lafitte's attire was 
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discussed in more detail. One child had a book which depicted Lafitte 
in color.. He shared it with the group and the pupils could see what 
Lafitte's costume was. 
One boy asked if the play could be presented to the other fifth 
grade class so that' the class could learn more about the Battle of New 
Orleans and Jean Lafitte. The class liked this idea and decided to 
present the play on the following day. 
The play was tape recorded during presentation to their own 
class. The pupils wanted it recorded so that they could play it back 
to listen for improvement in their presentation. Considering that 
their creative dramatics experiences have been limited, they were very 
enthusiastic about the production and portrayed the characters very 
well. The entire class was very anxious to hear the tape played back. 
The pupils never failed to register· amazement at hearing their own 
voices. 
After listening to the taped version of the play, they were 
asked to suggest some improvements in their production. Some of their 
suggestions were: 
1. There was too much lag between speakers. 
2. It. took too long to get starte.d when there was a new scene. 
3. In some places everyone talked at once and the audience 
couldn't understand what was being said. 
4. Most children needed to speak louder and more distinctly. 
5. The announcer should s·peak JDOre slowly. 
-------------~~, "'"'.· , .. .,.. 
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Lesson 8 
Materials: 
Tape recorder. Record: Paul Lavalle's Concert in the Park. 
RCA Victor LPM-1174. 
The purpose of this lesson is to present to an audience the 
creative play, "Jean Lafitte." 
Teacher's presentation: \ 
\ The fifth grade to whom the play was. to be presented had ac- \ 
cepted the invitation. The invitation was given orally for the oppor-
tunity of giving oral announcements to a group. The audience group 
carried their chairs into the room while 'a march was being played. 
Pupils' participation and reaction: 
The invited fifth grade was very attentive and eager to see the 
characters and hear them portray their parts. In some incidents the 
guests could not clearly see the actions of the play, so they stood at 
the back of the room. The audience was keenly interested in the play 
and was amused with some of the portrayals. When the announcers intro-
duced the scenes, the audience was very interested in their presenta-
tion. The audience and players were quite engrossed with the last 
scene, which included sound effects of guns and explosions. 
One of the gt25ts thanked the children for allowing their class 
to see the play. She also said it increased their knowledge of his-
torical ·events. 
After the invited fifth grade left the room, the pupils were 
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anxio1:1s to hear the tape played. After listening to it, their re.action 
was very fav<:>rable. The class felt that the production was much better 
than when they first presented it. The characters spoke audibly and 
with much expression. The entire class enjoyed the presentation and 
expressed a de.sire to plan al).d present a similar play .at some later 
date. 
TABLE I 
RESULTS OF STANDARDIZED TEST 
Form A Form B 
Pupil I.Q. Converted Publisher's Class Converted Publisher '·s Class Score Percentile Percentile Score Percentile Percentile 
Girl 4 126 279 75-93 60 290 95-99,5 75 
Boy 14 121 282 83-96 75 288 93-99,1 70 
Boy 10 121 282 83-96 75 276 71-90 48 
Girl 12 116 274 65-83 50 263 ~2-51 10 
Girl 6 115 275 65-83 51 290 95-99.5 75 
Boy 1 114 278 7.5-93 55 281 81-95 60 
Girl 2 114 284 89-98 85 296 99-100 95 
Girl 3 113 288 93-99.1 95 293 99-100 90 
Girl 7 111 286 91•99 90 296 99-100 95 
Boy 17 110 282 83-96 75 293 96-99.7 90 
Girl 11 110 269 48-71 30 270 56-72 30 
Girl 5 109 286 91-99 90 281 81-95 60 
Girl 13 108 2.63 32~51 15 288 93-99 .. 1 70 
Boy 15 106 284 89-98 85 296 99-100 95 
Girl 1 106 286 91-99 90 293 96-99.7 90 
Boy 4 106 270 56-72 35 270 56-72 30 
Boy 13 105 254 18-27 1 260 27-44 4 
Girl 9 105 274 65-83 50 271 56-72 35 
Girl 10 105 271 56-72 40 274 65-83 45 
Boy 2 105 282 83-96 75 276 71-90 48 
(concluded on next page) 
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Form A 
Pupil I.Q. Converted Publisher's Score Per.centile 
Boy 9 104 264 56-72 
Boy 6 103 258 25-36 
Boy 12 102 270 56-72 
Girl 8 101 260 27-44 
Boy 16 100 265 3.6-56 
Boy 7 98 269 48-71 
Boy 3 97 278 75-93 
Boy 8 95 278 75-93 
Boy 5 90 264 36-56. 
Boy 11 84 267 38+65 
TABLE I (concluded) 
Class Converted 
Percentile Score 
20 278 
5 263 
35 261 
8 274 
23 268 
30 271 
55 284 
55 286 
20 272 
25 270 
Form B 
,Publisher's 
Percentile 
75-93 
32-51 
27-44 
65'-83 
48-71 
56-72 
89-98 
91-99 
61-78 
56•72 
Class 
Percentile 
50 
10 
5 
45 
15 
35 
63 
66 
38 
30 
"' w 
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Results of the Standardized Listening Tests. In most instance,s 
there was improvement .iii listening comprehension as indicated by the 
results of the standardized tests administered. Table I shows the dis-
tribution of the scores. The mean for Fo;rm A of the standardbed test 
was 273.42, and for Form B the mean was 279.39. The critical ratio of 
means wl:ls 7.19. Since any critical ratio of four or over is significant. 
it can be concluded that the children improved their listening ability 
significe~.nt.ly during the . eight-week period. 
The group o.f students with intelligence quotients of 110 or 
better improved their listening compreht;msion on the average of eight 
points. Two pupils were exceptions to this rule, with an average drop 
of eight points. The group with int.elligence quotients below 110 im-
proved on the average of nine points above their initial scores. In 
only three cases did the scores decrease, with an averag.e loss of six 
points. 
In the higher intelJ,.igellce group, two plac.ed in the. 90-99th per,.. 
centile on Form A, using the publisher is notms. On the retest which 
followed units, seven of the eleven tested in the higher intelligence 
group scored in the 90-99th percentile or higb,er, using the p1:1blisher's 
norms~ on the first test, two in the average group (I .Q. 's below 110) 
placed in the 90 ... 99th percen.tile an.d two placed in the 80-90th per-
centile, using the publisher T s norms. When this group was r.etested, 
four of the nineteen students tested placed in the 90-99th percentile 
and two pupils scored in the 80-90th percentile. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSlOI'!S 
Summary. The purpose of this thesis has been to describe the 
integration of the teaching of listening into a fifth grade program. 
The pupils were tested before and after the eight weeks in which the 
units were taught. Forms A and B of the Sequential Tests of Educa-
tional Progress--"Listening"--were used. The listening units presented 
were chosen because they integrated well into the regular fifth grade 
curriculum. These lessons could be adapted for presentation in all 
intermediate grades. The units describe the teacher's presentation, 
the pup.ils' participation, and pupils·r reactions during the develop-
ment of the individual lessons. 
The first unit was developed to introduce simple recall involv-
ing listening. The lessons were short, simple, and direct. In Unit II 
the children listened to five short stories read aloud by the teacher. 
These stories were followed by a multiple-choice test designed to 
measure listening comprehension. The object of Unit III.was to listen 
to three stories for the purpose of selecting the. main idea and deter-
mining the supporting details. Oral. book reports were the basis of 
listening in Unit IV. Each pupil recorded on a given chart the informa-
tion obtained from the oral book reports. This .. included an appropriate 
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title, the listing of three characters,. and an evaluation of the 
speaker. Appreciative listening., including both mus.ic and poetry, 
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was the theme for Unit V. Unit Vl: involved listening to recorded his-
torical dramatizations. The purpose of these lessons was to gain fur-
ther knowledge of events in history through listening. The final unit 
entailed listening to a recorded dramatized story. Through listening 
and discussion, the pupils determined the plot, climax, theme, and 
interaction of characters. The lessons within .the unit involved the 
development and presentation of a creative dramatization. 
The standardized tests administered before and after the units 
presented indicate.d that over 80 per cent of the pupils improved in 
listening comprehension as ·a result of the. units taught. The. critical 
ratio of the means was 7.19, which was statistically significant. 
Conclusions. These units represent a. small cross section of 
how listening activities can. be integrated into a suggested curriculum. 
By planned, coordinated unit development, it is felt that no greater 
demands are placed on the pupils or teacher. The varied topics covered 
in these units provided for individual development and growth in "group 
cooperation." Self-confidence in oral presentation was a result of the 
students'· attempts to speak eloquently. It is felt that the creative 
ability of the class was stimulated, as group members were anxious to 
express themselves in creative art and dramatics. 
The listening skills stressed in the units had an intense "carry-
over" value into numerous subjects. The standardized test results of 
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the Sequential Test of Educational Progress--"Listening 11 --indicated 
that most of the children had. increased in their listening comprehen-
sion as a. result of the units taught. The integ~ation of listening 
skills into the regular program not only increases the pupils' listen-
ing ability, but the learning of these. communicative s.kills have a 
definite advantage for the child in .all life situa.tions. 
Limitations. 
1. The class consisted of a heterogeneous group differing in 
intelligence quotients and environmental backgrounds. 
2. The units provided no reme.dial teaching necessary for some 
group members. 
3. The listening units were original without previous check 
for suitability. 
4. Group instruc::tion accord.ing to listening ability may have 
been more advantageous. 
5. The units covered a relatively short period of time (eight 
weeks). 
Suggestions for further research. 
1. A survey of fifth grades to compare listening ability in dif-
ferent socio-economic backgrounds. 
2. A survey to determine how much listening is being taught in 
the middle grades. 
3. A survey to determine teacher's awareness of listening as a 
skilL 
.. ~-· ;_¥":~::: 
4. Develop units to teach just one of the listening skills in 
the fifth grade. 
. -~-. '-{1;.~ ~..;-· ~ .· ··-
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5. A similar study using an experimental group and a: control 
group to determine if liStening skills are improved through 
inteli.si'Ve teaching of the listening skills. 
6. A· testing program to determine where in our e-lementary .school 
system listening comprehension begins to diminish. 
7. A survey to determine the advantages or disadvantages of 
television where the school child is involved. 
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Publications Relevant to Step 
Listening 
Directions for Administering and Scoring 
Listening 
There are eight different publications with this 
title, one for each form of Listening (lA, lB, 2A, 
2B, 3A, 3B, 4A, and 4B). Each publication pro-
vides specific directions to the examiner and scorer 
for preparing for testing, administering one form of 
STEP Listening, and obtaining raw and converted 
scores. 
Manual for Interpreting Listening Scores 
The MANUAL presents instructions for translat-
ing converted scores into percentile ranks, describ-
ing the meanings of these ranks, and constructing 
local norms for all forms of STEP Listening. 
Technical Report 
The REPORT describes the rationale, construc-
tion and pretesting of questions, assembly of final 
tests, score system, and norming procedures for six 
tests in the STEP series (Reading, Writing, Listen-
ing, Social Studies, Science, and Mathematics). 
From time to time as new knowledge about 
STEP Listening becomes available, SUPPLE-
MENTS to these publications will be made avail-
able to STEP Listening users. 
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The administration of a listening comprehension 
test provides an opportunity for the teacher to par-
ticipate more actively in the testing process than do 
most other group tests. In a listening test, the role 
of the teacher extends beyond reading instructions; 
it includes reading the selections, questions, and 
choices to which the students must respond. 
Preparations for Testing 
What materials should be assembled before 
testing? 
The following should be used as a check list by 
the examiner in determining that all necessary ma-
terials are available several days bifore any students 
are to be tested: 
1. The same number of STEP Listening booklets 
as the number of students to be tested-plus a 
few extra copies for emergencies. 
2. The same number of answer sheets as number 
of students to be tested-plus a few extras for 
emergencies. The same answer sheet is usedfor 
all forms of STEP and for either hand or machine 
scoring. 
3. A copy of·this publication, DIRECTIONS 
FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING 
LISTENING 4A for each examiner. (STEP 
Listening booklets and DIRECTIONS FOR 
ADMINISTERING must be for the same 
form.) 
4. Pencils. (Students should not use ink.) 
a) Regular ones, well sharpened, if answer 
sheets are to be hand scored-enough for all 
students to be tested, or a small supply if 
pupils are asked to use their own. 
b) Special electrographic ones (mechanical 
or wooden), in good working condition, if 
answer sheets are to be machine scored-enough 
for all students to be tested, plus a few ex-
tras. 
5. A timer-any watch or clock with a second 
hand, or an automatic timer such as those 
used in the kitchen or for photography work. 
6. A notebook or paper on which the examiner 
can make any relevant notes during and after 
testing. 
7. The same number of examination labels as 
students to be tested-plus a few extras-if the 
Listening test is part of a program which requires 
labels. (Labels are sometimes used in large 
testing programs to facilitate collating papers.) 
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What are the necessary preparations to make 
before testing? 
As with materials, the examiner should consid~ 
the following a check-list. He or she should be sure 
that all ofthem have been taken care of bifore any 
students are tested. 
1. Study of testing materials. It will pay the exam-
iner in terms of smooth test administration to 
study very carefully all of the material on pp. 
2-6 of this publication and the test booklet 
and answer sheet to be given to students. 
2. Practice. Since this is a Listening test, the role 
of the examiner is even more important than 
usual in testing. Practice in reading and ad-
ministering the test is essential. 
a) Reading. The examiner should practice 
reading the script materials clearly, natu-
rally, and in a manner designed to convey 
the author's meaning. However, in his 
practice, as in the actual testing, he should 
be careful that he does not deliberately em-
phasize portions of the script which are re-
lated to questions, or, in reading the sug-
gested answers, that he does not "give 
away" the correct answer by special em-
phasis or tone of voice. 
b) Timing. The exact amount of time allowed 
for the various selections of the test is left to 
the judgment of the teacher. However, 
some indication of the rate at which the 
materials should be read is provided by the 
suggested reading time preceding each se-
lection. The teacher should practice read-
ing the selections until his rate of reading 
approximates that of the suggested reading 
time. All other materials should be read at 
a similar rate. 
c) Pauses. The proper timing of pauses is of 
critical importance in administering this 
test. Pauses are used in some instances as 
signals to the student that the reader is 
shifting from one type of material to an-
other (from introduction to selection from 
' 
selection to questions, or from question to 
answers). In these cases, 3-5 sec. should be 
sufficient. In other instances, pauses should 
be provided to allow students time to \~ 
choose answers and mark them on their an-
swer sheets. The length of these pauses 
Go on to the next page. 
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may vary from 5 sec. for simple memory 
questions to 45-60 sec. for questions requir-
ing more careful thought. The examiner 
can judge the proper length of these pauses 
by observing students; when all or most of 
the students in the group being tested ap-
pear to have marked their answers to a 
given question, the next portion of .testing 
material should be presented. 
d) Notes on the script. Many examiners will 
find that the addition of reading notes to 
the script will help them read the material 
more smoothly and communicate meaning 
more clearly. These notes may point out 
places where additional emphasis would be 
desirable, p.rovide keys to pronunciation, 
indicate where pauses are needed, etc. 
Caution: In practice and actual examina-
tion, do not add or delete words; read the 
script exactly as it is printed. 
3. Advance announcement to students. Students can 
be overly impressed by the approach of a test-
ing date. If teachers greatly emphasize the 
importance of a test, some students may be-
come so tense and anxious that they cannot 
perform up to their normal levels of ability. 
On the other hand, students may become up-
set if they receive no advance notice of a test. 
It seems best to give the Listening test only as 
much advance "publicity" as any other routine 
phase of teaching or counseling. 
4. Time scheduling. Students may be tested with 
STEP Listening in one session of approxi-
mately 90 min. or two sessions lasting about 45 
min. each. The single testing session is gener-
ally easier for the examiner if schedules can be 
adjusted to allow for it. Morning is the best 
time of day for a Listening test. Testing 
should not be scheduled just before or after an 
exciting school event. 
5. Room scheduling. Testing should be conducted 
in a room that is relatively free of disturbing 
noise. Good lighting and ventilation and 
freedom from interruption are other factors 
to be considered in selecting a testing place. 
6. Seat and desk arrangements. Students should be 
provided with reasonably comfortable seats 
and smooth, hard writing surfaces. Writing 
surfaces should be large enough to accommo-
date a folded test booklet and an answer sheet. 
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Students should be seated in such a way that 
they will not be tempted to look at the answers 
of others. An alternate-row arrangement with 
students directly behind one another in every 
other row is recommended. 
7. Arranging test materials. An answer sheet may 
be inserted in each student's test booklet. Im-
mediately prior to testing, these are stacked in 
the testing room, along with the other kinds of 
necessary materials. 
8. Arrangingfor proctors. If Listening is to be given 
to more than 30 or 40 students at one time, the 
examiner will need some assistants or proctors. 
The examiner should brief them on the test 
materials and testing procedures and carefully 
specify their jobs before, during, and after test-
ing. Their jobs may be to help distribute and 
collect test materials and to observe students 
from different points in the room while the test 
is being taken. 
9. Information on students. The answer sheet pro-
vides space for each student to write in name, 
age, grade or class, school, and date tested. 
The examiner may want some additional in-
formation about students tested; e.g., parents' 
names, home address. Three numbered 
blanks are provided on the answer sheet (fol-
lowing Today's Date). Before testing, the ex-
aminer should decide what additional infor-
mation, if any, is needed and designate blanks 
for it. Then he should note this inclusion in 
the directions on p. 4 of this publication. 
What should the examiner do about students with 
hearing defects? 
Students with severe hearing loss should be 
omitted from testing. The examiner should make 
special arrangements so that omission will not em-
barrass such students. Students with slight hearing 
loss should be seated close to the examiner. 
What is the role of the examiner during testing 
sessions? 
1. During testing, the examiner is responsible for 
reading all directions, the script, questions, 
and choices. The materials that he reads 
aloud are printed in BLACK in the section on 
~dministering. The materials printed m 
BROWN are not to be read aloud. 
Go on to the next page. 
2. The examiner should establish and maintain 
a working atmosphere, without producing an 
air of nervous tension. 
3. In answering questions raised by students, it is 
essential that the examiner stay within the 
meaning and, as far as possible, use the exact 
wording of the directions. _Directions concem-
ing guessing are sometimes troublesome. 
Questions on this point should invariably be 
answered by reading this sentence in the Gen-
eral Directions: "If a question seems to be too 
difficult, make the most careful guess you can, 
rather than waste time puzzling over it." 
4. It is the examiner's duty to keep distractions 
to a minimum. It is just as bad for the exam-
iner to disturb students in enforcing order as it 
is for a student to create a disturbance. 
What special procedures apply if Listening is given 
in one session? 
If Listening is given in one session, it is desirable 
to allow a 5-min. recess between Parts One and 
Two. Students should be allowed to stand by their 
seats and relax. With proper supervision, students 
may leave test materials (with booklets closed over 
answer sheets) on their desks during the recess. 
On pp. 12-13 of this publication, the examiner 
should cross out special directions applicable only 
to two-session testing. 
What special procedures apply if Listening is given 
in two sessions? 
If Listening is given in two sessions, it will be 
necessary to make arrangements for each student to 
get back his own answer sheet at the second session. 
If the group being tested is small, the examiner may 
distribute answer sheets one at a time by noting stu-
dents' names. The following method is suggested 
for larger groups: 
At the end of the first session, answer sheets can 
be collected by rows. Students can be instructed to 
sit in the same seats at the second session, and an-
swer sheets can then be distributed by rows quite 
quickly. 
It is, of course, not necessary for students to get 
back the same test booklets they used the first ses-
swn. 
On p. 12 ofthis publication, the examiner should 
cross out special directions applicable only to one-
session testing. 
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Directions for Administering 
Note: Instructions which are to be read aloud to, 
students are printed in BLACK. Instructions 
printed in BROWN are intended only for the exam-
iner. 
After the group has been seated, say: 
We shall now pass our test materials. Do not 
open your booklet or turn it over until you are told 
to do so. 
Distribute booklets, answer sheets, pencils (if they 
are to be supplied), and examination labels (if 
labels are being used). Then say: 
Turn your answer sheet so that you can PRINT 
your name on it. Write your age in years and 
months on the next line. Write your grade in the 
blank after age. Write the name of your school on 
the third line. Today's date is----,-- ______ , 
month day year 
write that on your answer sheet. 
If you 
want addi· 
tiona! in-
formation 
If you want students to fill in additional 
information in blanks 1, 2, and 3, you 
should instruct them to do so at this time. 
To show what form of this test you are taking, 
blacken the box above the number 4. Then 
blacken the box above the letter A. Blacken the 
box above the word "Listening." 
If examina· If examination labels are being used, say: 
tion labels 
are used 
Each one of you has received a sheet of 
examination number labels. PRINT 
your name at the top of this sheet of 
labels. Now tear off ol).e of these labels 
and stick it on your answer sheet in the 
space that says, "Do not write here." 
Pause and check to see that students have filled 
in information on answer sheets correctly .. 
Go on to the next page. 
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are to be 
•_"' chine 
llored 
If tests are to be machine scored and 
electrographic pencils have been distrib-
uted, say: 
You have been given a special penciL 
You must use this pencil in marking your 
answers. Otherwise, your test paper will 
not score properly. 
Now, open your test booklet to the General Di-
rections on the inside of the front cover. Read the 
directions silently while I read them aloud. 
General Directions 
This is a test of how well you can under-
stand the kinds of things that are often 
spoken aloud to you. You should take 
the test in the same way that you would 
work on any new and interesting assign-
ment. Here are a few suggestions which 
will help you to earn your best score. 
1. Make sure you understand the test di-
rections before you begin working. 
You may ask any questions about any 
part of the directions you do not un-
derstand. 
2. You will make your best score by an-
swering every question because your 
score is the number of correct answers 
you mark. If a question seems to be 
too difficult, make the most careful 
guess you can, rather than waste time 
puzzling over it. 
Are there any questions about these directions? 
Answer any legitimate questions. Stay within the 
meaning and, as far as possible, use the vocabulary 
of the printed directions. 
On p. 1 you will find directions for Part One of 
the test. Read these directions silently while I read 
them aloud. Turn to p. 1. 
See that ::-llstudents have turned to p. 1 in their 
test booklets. 
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Directions for Part One 
A number of short selections will be 
read aloud to you. These selections will 
include such things as stories, directions, 
poems, explanations, and arguments. 
After each selection, you will hear a 
group of questions or incomplete state-
ments. Four suggested answers are given 
for each question or incomplete state-
ment. You are to decide which one of 
these answers is best. 
Remember to listen carefully because 
each selection and each question will be 
read aloud only once and they are NOT 
printed in your test booklet. The sug-
gested answers ARE printed in your test 
booklet so you can look at them while 
you are choosing your answer. 
You must mark all ofyour answers on 
the separate answer sheet you have been 
given; your test booklet should not be 
marked in any way. Mark your answer 
sheet by blackening the space having the 
same letter as the ___ answer you have 
chosen. For example, suppose the fol-
lowing selection and question were read 
to you: 
Selection 
The old man hurried back to his 
house, and his mind was full of many 
things. When he suddenly saw a fat, yel-
low cat sitting in his best armchair, he 
could only stand there rubbing his eyes 
and wondering whose house he was in. 
Question Number Zero 
When the old man saw the yellow cat 
in his best armchair, how did he feel? 
Your test booklet would look like this: 
0 A Pleased 
B Surprised 
C Sad 
D Angry 
Go on to the next page. 
Since the old man was surprised to see 
the cat, you should choose the answer 
lettered B. On your answer sheet, you 
would first find the row of spaces num-
bered the same as the question-in the 
example above, it is Q. Then you would 
blacken the space in this row which has 
the same letter as th6 answer you have 
chosen. See how the example has been 
marked on your answer sheet. 
Make your answer marks heavy and 
black. Mark only one answer for each 
question. If you change your mind 
about an answer, be sure to erase the 
first mark completely. 
Are there any questions about these directions? 
Answer any legitimate questions. Stay within 
the meaning and, as far as possible, use the vocab-
ulary of the printed directions. 
Now let me go over the instructions briefly. I will 
read each selection to you; then I will read each 
question and its four answer choices. Then I will 
pause to give you time to mark your answer. The 
answer choices are printed in your test booklet so 
you can look at them while you are selecting your 
answer. Remember to listen carefully because I can 
read selections, questions, and choices only once. 
Do not mark your answer until I have finished read-
ing the question. 
Are there any questions about how you are to 
take the test? 
"Answer any legitimate questions. Stay within the 
meaning and, as far as possible, use the vocabulary 
of the printed directions. 
Turn to Part One on p. 2 of your test booklet and 
listen carefully. 
Begin reading the first selection. (Ordinarily 
read a given piece of material only once. However, 
if a distraction occurs which affects the group as a 
whole, re-read what is necessary to enable the stu-
dents to pick up the thread of meaning.) 
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PART ONE 
(Selection I) 
Here is the first selection. A teacher is talking 
to a class. 
(READING TIME-1 minute 15 seconds) 
Today we are going to hear about rules for fire 
drill. Be sure to listen carefully so that you will 
know what to do for the drill. 
When the fire bell sounds, leave all your things 
right where they are and walk rapidly-but do not 
run-from this room to the main hallway. Turn to 
your right and go down the hall and out the north 
door-the one on Elm Street. Walk to the far left 
corner of the playground-near the swings-and 
stand there quietly in a group until the signal is 
given to return. 
If you are in the lunchroom when the fire bell 
rings, go down the hall to the right of the lunch-
room and out the fire exit there. 
If you are in the auditorium, go out the nearest 
fire exit in that room. 
But remember-no matter how you leave the 
building, go to the far left corner of the playground 
and wait there until the signal is given to return to 
the building. 
Remember, a fire drill is one time that all of us 
must follow the same rules. Walk in line and no 
talking. 
Question number 1: 
The rules are to be followed 
A only when a real fire breaks out 
B whenever the fire bell sounds 
C only when the teacher announces a fire drill 
D whenever the firemen come 
Question number 2: 
Once the children are outside the building, they 
should 
E go right home without waiting 
F go as far from the building as possible 
G go to the left corner of the playground 
H go to the far end of the block 
Go on to the next page. 
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~ Question number 3: 
•· We should listen carefully to rules like these so 
~at we can 
A save our lives 
B memorize them 
C make up others 
D help the firemen 
Question number 4: 
Why were the children told to go to the far cor-
ner of the playground? 
E To have more chance for exercising 
F To get a better view of the fire 
G To use their regular play space 
H To be out of danger 
Question number 5: 
The teacher said that people in the auditorium 
should go out by 
A any fire exit 
B the door on the south 
C the hallway to the right 
D the nearest fire exit 
Question number 6: 
When the fire bell sounds and you leave the 
building, you should 
E take nothing with you 
F take your lunch with you 
G take, your coat with you 
H leave your desk neat and clean 
Question number 7: 
Do NOT return to the building until 
A the signal is given 
B the whistle blows 
C one of the children tells you to return 
D you think everyone is out of the building 
Question number 8: 
After a fire drill it is important NOT to return 
to the building until told because 
E it is easier for all to come in at one time 
F it might bother the firemen 
G the building might be on fire 
H the teacher doesn't want pupils in the building 
L--4A 
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(Selection II) 
~ere is the second selection. The speaker is a 
mah who buys and sells stamps. He is telling about 
how he bought some stamps. 
(READING TIME-50 seconds) 
My business is buying and selling stamps. One 
day a perky old lady came into my office with a 
shoe box full of stamps from love letters written by 
her husband when he was a young seaman. He 
had posted the letters to her from many different 
countries. A friend had told her that one of the 
foreign stamps was worth $250, but she couldn't 
remember which stamp. 
"Will you find it please," she said, "and, when 
you do, don't you dare offer me less than $250 for 
it. I won't be cheated." 
I made a careful appraisal without finding one 
stamp worth anywhere near $250. But scads of 
them were worth from $1 to $100, and, in the end, 
I wrote the lady a check for $8,500. She was so sur-
prised I thought she would faint. 
Question number 9: 
The person telling the story is 
A a dealer in antiques 
B a postman 
C a dealer in stamps 
D a coin collector 
Question number 1 0: 
The lady brought the stamps to the dealer be-
cause 
E she wanted to find out how much each one was 
worth 
F her friend had recommended him 
G she wanted to sell all the stamps to him 
H she wanted him to find one valuable stamp 
Question number 11: 
The dealer looked at the stamps in order to 
A be polite to the old lady 
B see which ones he liked 
C see how much they were worth 
D see how many there were 
Go on to the next page. 
Question number 12: 
The old lady selling the stamps wanted to get 
E $100 for all of them 
F $100 for one ofthem 
G $250 for all of them 
H $250 for one of them 
Question number 13: 
How many stamps were worth at least one dol-
lar each? 
A All of them 
B Many ofthem 
C About half of them 
D A few of them 
Question number 14: 
The dealer wrote the check 
E after he examined the stamps 
F after he talked with his partner 
G after he bargained with the lady 
H after he waited a week 
Question number 15: 
. The old lady was 
A disappointed by the amount of the check 
B pleased by the amount of the check 
C sad about selling the stamps 
D unwilling to part with the sta;mps 
Question number 16: 
If the lady finds more old stamps, she will prob-
ably 
E put them away in a shoe box 
F take them to a different dealer 
G bring them to this dealer 
H show them to her friend 
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_(Selection Ill) 
Here is the third selection. The speaker is talkin' 
about the flag. 
(READING TIME-1 minute 40 seconds) 
Have you ever stopped to think about the mean-
ing of our flag? Some people might say that it is a 
symbol of justice. Perhaps others would say, "I 
don't know. I guess it means we have a free na-
tion." 
Children pledge their loyalty to the flag every 
morning in our school. But do they know what the 
words they say mean? Many of them don't. 
When we pledge allegiance, we make some seri-
ous promises. We promise that we will be loyal to 
our flag and to the country for which it stands. We 
are saying that our country, under God, can and 
does provide liberty and justice for everybody. We 
say that we believe that our country can never be 
divided. 
Many men and women work hard so that our 
flag can stand for free people. Other men and 
women have risked their lives to keep democracy 
and have our flag fly free. 
Men come from other countries to ours. Their 
flags have not always stood for a free people. 
When these men get a glimpse of our flag, they feel 
proud. They vow to do their share in keeping our 
flag a sign offreedom. 
What our country means is sewn into every stitch 
of our flag. The white stars represent our states 
joined together in an undivided nation. The stripes 
symbolize the original thirteen states. 
When we salute our flag, let's think of all the 
things it means. Let's understand what we are say-
ing in our daily pledge. 
Question number 17: 
What kind of feeling does the speaker expect us 
to get from this talk? 
A A sad feeling 
B A relaxed feeling 
C A proud feeling 
D A feeling of doubt 
Go on to the next page. 
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Question number 1 8: 
,
. The speaker's purpose in giving this talk was 
E to explain democracy to people in other countries 
F to tell us not to be ashamed of the flag 
G to get more people to salute the flag 
H to remind us of what our flag represents 
Question number 1 9: 
What is the main topic of this talk? 
A What the stars on our flag represent 
B That children say the pledge to the flag every day 
C What the pledge to the flag really means 
D How new citizens learn the pledge to the flag 
Question number 20: 
The speaker told us that many people 
E have risked their lives for our flag 
F remember the thirteen original states 
G stand at attention for the flag 
H put our flag up on holidays 
Question number 21 : 
This speech helps the listener, when saluting the 
flag, to think especially about 
A the color of the flag 
B the serious promises he makes 
C how the flag is displayed 
D how many people salute the flag 
(Selection IV) 
Here is the fourth selection. It is a poem. The 
title is "Treasures." 
(READING TIME-30 seconds) 
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More precious than Solomon's jewels, 
Or Bluebeard's stolen gold, 
Is a bluebird's shining feather 
To any five-year-old. 
A beetle with a ruby shell, 
A snail, a bug or two, 
A little faded flower. 
That once was pretty blue. 
More precious than the treasures 
Of Cathay, or any land, 
Are those a small boy carries home 
In pocket or by hand. 
Question number 22: 
The main idea ofthis poem is that 
E gold is the best treasure 
F bluebirds have shining feathers 
G small boys treasure many things 
H many lands have riches 
Question number 23: 
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The poet seems to believe that to a young child 
A almost anything may be precious 
B thingsswapped are most treasured 
C only bright things are attractive 
D a hunt for gold is most exciting 
Question number 24: 
The poem uses words like "treasures of Cathay" 
to show 
E how foolish the child was 
F what adults think valuable 
G that faraway things are better 
H ways to get rich 
Question number 25: 
The poet helps us see the little boy by 
A telling the things he collects 
B using big words 
C telling how the boy looked 
D laughing at what he collects 
Question number 26: 
The poet says that. the small boy carries his treas-
ures 
E in a box or bag 
F in a cup or carton 
G in his hand or pocket 
H in his lunch pail or basket 
Go on to the next page. 
(Selection V) 
Here is the fifth selection. As you listen to this 
talk about the ship Mayflower, try to decide whether 
or not you can believe it. 
(READING TIME-1 minute 45 seconds) 
Did you ever wonder what became of the May-
flower after it landed the Pilgrims at Plymouth 
Rock? The j\vfayflower made other trips, of course, 
and grew old on the sea. It was finally sold for 
junk, as often happens to famous old ships. 
Some people are sure that all trace of the May-
flower has been lost. But the people of a small 
Quaker settlement in Buckinghamshire, England, 
do not agree. These Quakers believe that the tim-
bers of the old ship were built into their little com-
munity hall many years ago. They will take you 
into the building and point out the beams, bowed 
like the hull of a ship. One of the upright posts 
even has a bit of iron keel still on it. 
People have hunted, like detectives, for clues to 
prove that these timbers came from the lvfayflower. 
They have discovered that on May 25, 1624, the 
wood in the hull of the Mayflower was sold to a 
farmer in Buckinghamshire and that, soon after-
ward, that same farmer built a barn. The record 
of the barn building has been found in old tax re-
ports written at that time. 
The farmer's barn is still standing and is now the 
Quakers' community hall. Some people say the 
beams are of sea-seasoned wood and are the same 
size as the timbers in the Mayflower. 
In a nearby farmhouse, an old ship's door has 
been discovered. The door is carved in a design of 
Mayflowers, the tiny white flowers that bloom in 
England. The Quakers feel sure the door came 
from the Pilgrims' ship. "Would it not be fitting," 
they ask, "to have a Mayflower door on a ship 
named the Mayflower?" 
Question number 27: 
Which of these is the best name for this story? 
A "What Happens to Old Ships?" 
B "A Famous Old Barn" 
C "A Ship and a Barn" 
D "What Became of the Mayflower?" "' 
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Question number 28: 
Why would one expect to find wnod from the 
ship Mayflower in England? ~ 
E Plymouth Rock is in England. 
F The ship was built there. 
G Mayflowers grow in England. 
H A farmer from Buckinghamshire bought the 
wood. 
Question number 29: 
Which of the following makes you most willing to 
believe the story? 
A The way the facts fit together 
B The barn that is still standing 
C The information from detectives 
D The dates given 
Question number 30: 
The speaker best proves his point by 
E talking about the Pilgrims 
F giving you several facts 
G describing the barn 
H telling you he believes it 
Question number 31: 
This story shows that one of the best ways to 
prove something is to 
A put several clues together 
B ask questions 
C read old tax reports 
D show confidence in one's beliefs 
(Selection VI) 
Here is the sixth selection. The speaker is tell-
ing you how to make a tray. 
(READING TIME-1 minute 40 seconds) 
An expensive-looking decorative tray can be 
made from dime-store tinware. 
A cooky sheet that has a turned-up edge all 
around will make a good tray. Wipe it well with 
paint thinner or cleaning fluid, because new tins 
generally have a protective coating that might not 
take paint. If you use an old tin, clean it thor-
oughly, then polish with steel wool. 
Go on to the next page. 
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Paint th~ tray on both sides with two coats of flat 
Eaint, allowing one or two days between coats so Jach can dry thoroughly. Black is a good back-
ground color since it will fit into any decorative 
scheme. 
Decorate the background with oil paints-white, 
green, vermilion, red, yellow ocher, and black. A 
little dabbling on paper will help in selecting the 
colors that look best with the background color. 
Working free hand with a brush, try a large 
spray of flowers in the center. Designs copied from 
the upholstery or wallpaper to match the room in 
which it will be used are also effective. A simple 
decorative border may be used. 
Allow the decorations to dry thoroughly. This 
might require several days. Then shellac the whole 
tray, wait a day, then apply a second coat. 
Question number 32: 
Old tin is best prepared for painting by 
E baking it in an oven 
F polishing it with steel wool 
G scrubbing it with paint cleaner 
H drying it two days 
Question number 33: 
Black is a good background color because 
A it is a bright color 
B it fits into most color schemes 
C it is cheaper than other paints 
D it is easier to use 
Question number 34: 
The directions tell us that the designs for the tray 
may be copied 
E from upholstery or wallpaper 
F from a painting book 
G from other trays 
H from magazine covers 
Question number 35: 
These are good directions chiefly because 
A they are long and detailed 
B the trays will be pretty 
C the words are easy 
D they give the steps in order 
-4A 
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Question number 36: 
Why might people wish to decorate tinware? 
E To enjoy the painting 
F To make inexpensive gifts 
G To practice making designs 
H For all ofthese reasons 
(Selection VII) 
Here is the seventh selection. The speaker is de-
scribing what he saw on a walk in the country. 
(READING TIME-1 minute) 
Not far from the hackberry tree, with its odd 
corky bark, I discovered a new spring. The water 
welled up from under the roots of a venerable 
beech, which stood astride the hidden fountain and 
served as a backdrop for a lovely spot in that remote 
ravine. Maidenhair fern was at home there. The 
plate flowers of water leafwere all about. And-I 
regret to report that poison ivy was also present in 
great quantity. 
I followed the winding stream which curls about 
the foot of this hill. I noticed that the lush growth 
had been flattened in spots, and guessed that deer 
had bedded there. Clean hoof imprints at the 
stream crossing proved this point in short order. 
A Maryland yellowthroat was singing, "We cheat 
you! We cheat you!" in the alder tangles and I 
thought, "Perhaps that's why he wears that black 
mask all the time." 
Question number 37: 
The observer was sure that deer had been in the 
woodland area when he 
A noticed the poison ivy growing there 
B found hoof prints at the stream crossing 
C watched the birds fly past 
D found broken sticks at the stream crossing 
Question number 38: 
The spot the speaker describes 
E is not far from the main road 
F seems depressing to people 
G is along a well-beaten path 
H probably has few human visitors 
..... 
Go on to the next page. 
Question number 39: 
The speaker is a person who 
A sees a great deal when he goes into the woods 
B has difficulty in describing what he sees 
C does not often get to the woods 
D lives in a log cabin 
Question number 40: 
Which of the following does the speaker most 
want to share with you? 
E His regret about the poison ivy 
F His curiosity about the woods 
G His hope that he will see the deer 
H His enjoyment of a beautiful place 
End of Part One 
Close your booklets. Be sure that you have 
PRINTED your name on your answer sheet. 
Choose whichever one of the two following pro-
cedures is appropriate. 
If test is 
given in 
one 
session 
If test is 
given in 
two 
sessions 
If both parts of the test are being ad-
ministered in one session, there should be 
a 5-min. rest period at this point. Allow 
students to stand and relax by their seats. 
The test booklets should be closed over 
answer sheets during this period. 
At the end of the rest period, the stu-
dents should be called to order and · 
seated. Testing may then continue. Say: 
Turn to Part Two on p. 6 of your test 
booklet and listen carefully. 
Part Two contains the same kind of 
material as Part One. Mark your an-
swers in the same way. 
If the test is being administered in two 
sessions, this is the point at which to con-
clude the first session. Collect answer 
sheets first, then test booklets (and books 
of examination labels if they were given 
to students). 
Count the test booklets before permit-
ting students to leave, and check the 
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count against the number of booklets you 
should have. If pencils were supplied, in-
struct students to hand them to. you as ·• 
they leave. 
At this time, you should write down for 
the record a description of any unex-
pected variation from the normal testing 
procedure that may have occurred. Such 
incidents need to be in the record and 
considered when scores are interpreted. 
When the students return for the sec-
ond session (Part Two), distribute test 
booklets and pencils as before and re-dis-
tribute answer sheets as suggested on p. 
4 of this publication. (Examination la-
bels do not need to be distributed at the 
second session.) Ask students to make 
sure that they have their own answer 
sheets. Then proceed with the testing. 
Say: 
This part ofthe test contains the same 
kind of material as Part One. You will 
mark your answer sheets in the same 
way. To be sure you remember the di-
rections, open your test booklet to the 
General Directions on the inside of the 
front cover, and again read the directions 
silently while I read them aloud. 
Read again the General Directions on 
p. 5 of this publication. 
Are there any questions about how you 
are to take the test? 
Answer any legitimate questions. Stay 
within the meaning and, as far as possi-
ble, use the vocabulary of the printed di-
rections. 
Now turn to p. 1 and read the Direc-
tions for Part One silently while I read 
them aloud. 
See that all students have turned top. 
1 in their test booklets. 
Go on to the next page. 
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Read the Directions for Part One on 
pp. 5-6 of this publication. 
Turn to Part Two, p. 6 in your book-
lets and listen carefully. 
Begin reading the first selection in Part Two. 
(Ordinarily read a given piece of material only 
once. However, if a distraction occurs which affects 
the group as a whole, re-read what is necessary to 
enable the students to pick up the thread of mean-
ing.) 
PART TWO 
(Selection VIII) 
Here is the eighth selection. The speaker is tell-
ing you how to prepare something to eat. 
(READING TIME-50 seconds) 
There are several kinds of toast-French toast, 
cinnamon toast, milk toast, and buttered toast. But 
here's one you may like to try because it's different. 
Besides, it's easy to prepare. 
Beat two eggs in a shallow dish. Add a fourth of 
a cup of milk. Stir in one tablespoon of sugar and a 
tablespoon of grated orange rind. Then add a dash 
of salt. Have ready six slices of bread. Dip each 
slice of bread in the egg mixture. Be sure both sides 
are coated lightly. 
Put some butter or margarine into a frying pan 
and let it melt. Brown both sides of each slice of 
bread. Serve while hot with honey, syrup, or 
orange marmalade. This recipe will serve six. 
Question number 1: 
The recipe tells you to cook this toast in 
A a baking pan 
B an electric toaster 
Can oven 
D a frying pan 
TL-4A 
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Question number 2: 
The recipe suggests that the toast be served with 
E an egg mixture 
F honey, syrup, or marmalade 
G red raspberry jam 
H bacon and eggs 
Question number 3: 
The recipe doesn't tell us 
A how many it will serve 
B how many eggs to use 
C the length of time for browning the bread 
D how much sugar to use 
Question number 4: 
This would be a good recipe to try because 
E it is a different kind of toast 
F it is a familiar kind of toast 
G it is made from brown bread 
H it can be made ahead of time 
Question number 5: 
The recipe doesn't tell us how much 
A milk to use 
B orange rind to use 
C bread to use 
D butter or margarine to use 
Question number 6: 
This would be a good recipe to use when you 
E don't have enough time to make regular toast 
F want a change from regular toast 
G are getting your own breakfast 
H have lots of orange juice on hand 
Question number 7: 
Which of these is the best name for this talk? 
A "Several Varieties of Toast" 
B "French Toast" 
C "A Good Breakfast" 
D "Orange Toast" 
Go on to the next page. 
(Selection IX) 
Here is the ninth selection. The speaker is a 
child describing an interesting experience: 
(READING TIME-1 minute 5 seconds} 
If y(;m've ever had the measles, you will know 
how I felt when I was finally well enough to sit up 
in a big chair all bundled in blankets by the sunny 
window. 
The sun's rays streamed into the dark room, 
caressing the curtains and the blankets. Across each 
shiny ray, millions of atoms of dust danced gaily. 
They formed changing patterns and borrowed their 
colors from the rainbow. 
One moment, I thought I could see a fairy castle 
gleaming in the sun. At another time I imagined 
that a medieval procession, with flags and banners 
streaming, was passing before my eyes. In the deli-
cate pattern of colors, I could even see butterflies, 
blossoming apple trees, and gay couples dancing on 
the grass-Then they all vanished and others took 
their places. It was an enchanting spectacle. I 
amused myself with it until the shadows ofthe night 
fell across the earth, and I could see the lights in the 
windows of houses faraway, lurking in the dark, like 
fireflies. 
Question number 8: 
What started the pictures in the child's mind? 
E The comfort of the chair 
F The fever from measles 
G The pictures on the walls 
H The dust in the sun's rays 
Question number 9: 
One ofthe things the child thought he saw was 
A an elf dancing 
B a fairy castle 
C a tiny fairy 
D a tin soldier 
Question number 1 0: 
The pieces of d.ust in the sun's rays 
E danced gaily 
F kept still 
G changed size 
H fell down 
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Question number 11: 
Why was he NOT unhappy when the first picll 
ture disappeared? ,. 
A Another took its place. 
B He didn't like it. 
C He liked dancers best. 
D He wanted to look outdoors. 
Question number 12: 
What put an end to the child's dream? 
E His mother called him. 
F He went back to bed. 
G The sun went down. 
H He got tired of playing. 
Question number 13: 
The child said the lights in the windows were like 
A stars 
B candles 
C fireflies 
D flames 
Question number 14: 
In order to have this kind of experience, a child 
would have to 
E have been very sick 
F be a very lonely child 
G have a good imagination 
H have had the measles 
Question numbe~ 15: 
The person who thought of all the pictures must 
have 
A traveled a lot 
B had nightmares 
C been very sick 
D read many books 
Go on to the next page. 
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(Selection X) 
5 Here is the tenth selection. Ellen is talking to her 
Jmother and father at home. Do you think she does 
a good job of selling her idea? 
(READING TIME-1 minute 10 seconds) 
... And I'm the only one-absolutely the only 
one-in my whole room-in the whole school, I 
guess-who has as little money as that for an allow-
ance. Sue gets twice as much as I do. And even 
Robbie-and his folks are poor, really poor-gets 
almost as much as I do. 
Dad, you know that everything costs more these 
days. You say so yourself all the time. Everything 
costs more these days and my allowance just won't 
stretch another inch! 
You people expect me to save, too, out of my al-
lowance. Well, I didn't have any money at all to 
put in the school bank last week, and it looks as if 
I won't even be able to drop a penny in the Sun-
day School basket. That's what you're doing to me 
by keeping me on this little bit of allowance. 
And you won't let me earn any money for mysel£ 
I could-well, I'd get a job-well, somehow, if 
you'd let me, I'd get some extra spending money 
somewhere. I can work. I'd even do dishes-ifi 
were on a job, I mean. So that's the way to solve 
my problem. Or is it? 
But, really, what I'm asking is just one simple 
favor. Won't you give me more allowance-enough 
to let me hold my head up when the other kids want 
to stop to get something to eat or when I need a 
new skirt? Well, maybe not a skirt, because I know 
you buy all my clothes, but ... 
I'll promise to save all I can and to spend money 
as wisely as possible. After all, the way for me to 
learn about how to handle money is to have some 
:o handle, isn't it? Doesn't that sound logical? 
You're both smart, sensible people. You know 
J.OW kids feel when they can't do what the others 
io. And I think you understand how important 
m allowance-a bigger one, I mean, of course-is 
:o me. 
May I please have more? 
4A 
Question number 16: 
About how old is Ellen? 
E6 Fll G 17 H 20 
Question number 17: 
The speaker's purpose was to 
A tell her dad how much things cost 
B ask her parents to let her go to work 
C tell about her friends' allowances 
D get more spending money 
Question number 18: 
In presenting her plea, Ellen gave 
E no good reasons 
F no reasons at all 
G reasons that seemed good to her 
H reasons that were well organized 
Question number 19: 
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Which of these ideas will seem most important 
to Ellen's parents? 
A "Sue gets twice as much." 
B "I'm the only one who has so little money." 
C "I'm asking just one simple favor." 
D "I'll promise to save all I can." 
Question number 20: 
Was Ellen right in talking to her parents about 
her allowance? 
E Yes, and she went at it in the right way. 
F Yes, but she should have let them say something. 
G No, but she gave a good speechjust the same. 
H No, but she had to express her feelings to some-
one. 
Go on to the next page. 
{Selection XI) 
Here is the eleventh selection. It is a story. 
(READING TIME-3 minutes 20 seconds) 
Einar came pedaling up the slope and fell o:ffhis 
bicycle in front ofthe startled group at the table. 
"We can't find Mikael anywhere," he gasped. 
"About an hour ago he and another boy went walk-
ing up the logs and no body's seen them since." 
"They went walking up the logs?" repeated Mr. 
Gardelin sternly, while his wife's face went white. 
"I thought I told him never to do that." 
Without another word he went for the coil of 
rope he kept in the large chest. 
When Einar and his father arrived at the river 
they found that Mrs. Gardelin had already sent 
some young crayfishers running along the near 
bank in search of signs of the missing boys. From 
side to side, the surface was covered with logs, float-
ing lazily downward, but here and there, where logs 
had twisted or jammed, glimpses of water could be 
seen. 
Mr. Gardelin hung the coil of light strong rope 
over his shoulder, and then balancing himself with 
the long pole, stepped skillfully from log to log 
toward the middle of the river. The first clear 
space of water showed nothing, nor did the next. 
But up ahead some logs stuck straight up into the 
air, caught in a small jam. As he looked, one of 
them wavered and seemed about to fall as those be-
low it moved slightly. From where he stood he 
could see that if it fell the others would close in and 
cover the small space of open water they now sur-
rounded. Some instinct made him stride quickly 
toward the spot. 
Beyond one of the logs, as he approached, he saw 
wet yellow hair plastered about the white face of his 
son. 
Nils Gardelin stood perfectly still. "Mikael," he 
called softly. 
The eyes opened. "You've come," whispered 
Mikael. "I didn't think anyone ever would. I've 
got Gustafhere. He slipped and a log hit him. He's 
unconscious." 
Nils Gardelin crawled out on hands and knees 
' distributing his weight carefully so as to disturb the 
logs as little as possible. Mikael's bright blue eyes 
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were watching his approach just above the level of 
the logs. Cautiously his father tossed the rope to 
Mikael. ~ 
"I've got the end ofthe rope now," said Mikael 
calmly, although his teeth were chattering, ."and I'll 
get the loop of it under Gustaf's arms. I can get out 
all right myself if you can hold him. He struggled 
for a minute a while ago, so he'll be all right." 
"Move cautiously and watch that leaning log," 
his father told him. 
"Oh that," said Mikael. "I'll dodge it if it falls. 
Here's Gustaf tied up now. Can you hold him 
while I climb out? These logs keep rolling a person 
back into the water." 
Young Gustaf was exhausted but conscious when 
they got him out, and with tall Nils supporting him 
on one side and his other arm across Mikael's shoul-
ders, they got him to the bank, where his family 
took him in charge. 
Mikael now was shaking from head to foot with 
cold and reaction. 
"It's bed for you and hot bottles right away," 
said his mother, who was shaking too, but with re-
lief. 
"All right, I'll go to bed," Mikael said ... "I sup-
pose I can have something to eat?" 
His mother laughed shakily. "Mikael's himself 
again," she remarked to no one in particular. 
Question number 21 : 
Which is the best title for this story? 
A "The LogJam" 
B "The Hungry Boy" 
C "A Narrow Escape" 
D "Catching Cold" 
Question number 22: 
The surface of the river was 
E completely covered with logs 
F almost covered with logs 
· G calm water 
H jammed with ice 
Question number 23: 
The thing Mr. Gardelin planned to use for rescue 
work was 
A a long pole 
B a flashlight 
C a loop of wire 
D a coil of rope 
Go on to the next page. 
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'Question number 24: 
Mter the rescue, Mikael's mother was trembling 
Jecause she had 
E hurt herself 
F had a chill 
G recovered from worry 
H been very angry 
Question number 25: 
The success of the rescue of Mikael depended on 
A tying the logs together 
B keeping the logs the way they were 
C separating the logs 
D knocking the logs down 
Question number 26: 
The thing the speaker never told us was 
: what Mikael was going to do when he reached 
home 
what Mikael's father said to him about his dis-
obedience 
:; what caused the.accident 
-1 how his mother felt 
:selection XII) 
Here is the twelfth selection. The speaker is tell-
ng a story about a girl taking a test. 
READING TIME-1 minute 5 seconds) 
Nan glanced at her watch nervously. Only five 
ninutes more ofthe period left and she still couldn't 
emember the answer to number twelve. This 
V"asn'tjust an ordinary test, either. It was her last 
hance to improve her grade. She hated to think 
LOW disappointed her father would be if she did not 
nake good grades this time. It was then that she 
nought of cheating. Before that moment the 
3.ought had never entered her mind. Now that she 
.id think of it she realized that Sally, who sat next 
) her, had finished the test and left her paper lying 
n the desk. All Nan had to do was to glance and 
J.e would see the answer .... But then she thought 
fher father-of how he would feel if he knew that 
b.e had cheated. But he could never find out .... 
ran picked up her pen to write .... Two minutes 
tter the bell rang and Nan turned in her paper 
rith a triumphant look on her face. The space 
rhere the answer to number twelve should have 
een . . . was blank. 
A 
Question number 27: 
Nan was tempted to cheat to 
A show that she could 
B get even with Sally 
C be at the top of her class 
. D try to improve her grade 
Question number 28: 
What gave Nan her chance to copy? 
E Sally's paper was easy to see. 
F The teacher had left the room. 
G Sally offered her the answer. 
H She could peek at her book. 
Question number 29: 
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Which one of the following helped Nan most in 
making her decision? 
A Her dislike of cheating 
B Her fear of being found out 
C Her understanding of her father's feelings 
D Her desire to make good grades 
Question number 30: 
Which of the following best describes how Nan 
felt when she turned in her paper? 
E Proud of herself 
F Ashamed of herself 
G Afraid of the teacher 
H Nervous and uneasy 
Question number 31: 
When were you sure of the outcome of the story? 
A When you heard the last sentence 
B When Nan thought of cheating 
C When Nan picked up her pen 
D When the bell rang 
Question number 32: 
Could this incident have happened in real life? 
E Yes, because how else could we have gotten the 
story. 
F Yes, because children are often tempted to cheat 
in schooL 
G No, because it was in a story. 
H No, because no child would act as Nan did. 
Go on to the next page. 
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Question number 33: 
Which of the following does this story tell us? 
A You should study hard for tests. 
B Good grades are more important than honesty. 
C Cheating is wrong if you get caught. 
D You feel good when you decide to do right. 
(Selection Xlll) 
Here is the last selection. A pupil is reporting to 
his class what happened at the student council 
meeting. 
(READING TIME-1 minute 25 seconds) 
Today we spent most of our time discussing the 
use ofthe playground. I'm sure you all know con-
ditions should be better. Several first and second 
graders have been run into and knocked down. 
Yesterday a little boy had his arm broken in a colli-
sion with a sixth grader.· 
The council members believe something must be 
done at once. Everyone's help will be needed. 
We're big enough to know that the little kids have 
to be protected. We may think they are pests, but 
we have to take care of them. 
There's too much equipment out at recess-jump 
ropes, hoops, volley balls, baseballs, bats, and gloves. 
Wherever you are, you're dodging something. 
As a first step, we are going to ask that there 
should be some limit put on the amount of equip-
ment in use. We'll try checking some out at the 
supply room. Please don't spoil our experiment by 
bringing balls and bats from home. Let's get be-
hind this plan and give it a fair trial. 
Mr. George thinks we'll need to study the whole 
matter. So far we have agreed that painting lines 
to locate playing areas has to be done at once. 
Charts, showing where each class should play, will 
be made up weekly. At this time we're not sure) 
but we think we may need pupil helpers to organ-
ize games anq assist the yard teachers. 
If you know any good games for which lines 
should be drawn, or if you have any other ideas 
about improving the playground, see me before 
next Tuesday's meeting. 
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Question number 34: l 
The student council talked about the playgroun~ 
because ... 
E it was Safety Week 
F children had beeen hurt in accidents 
G equipment had been damaged 
H pupil helpers were to be trained 
Question number 35: 
What would a visitor be most likely to think 
about this playground? 
A That the children were not having fun there 
B That things were all mixed up on the playground 
C That the school owned too much playground 
equipment 
D That the children were probably not getting 
enough exercise 
Question number 36: 
Painted lines will be used to 
E show directions 
F separate boys and girls 
G show where to play each game 
H show where to park bicycles 
Question number 37: 
The representative was reporting 
A the requests of the principal 
B his own opinion 
C the request of parents 
D the decision of the council 
Question number 38: 
The speaker thought that the plan 
E was a poor one 
F was worth trying 
G should be voted on 
H needed more explanation 
Question number 39: 
Was this a good report? 
A Yes, because he made the plan sound as if it 
would work 
B Yes, because he gave a nice long speech about 
what happened 
C No, because he made the problem seem much 
worse than it is 
D No, because he made fun of the first graders 
Go on to the next page. 
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Question number 40: 
1 Which of the following things did the speaker say 
~OTto do? 
E Look out for smaller children. 
F Check out any equipment. 
G Bring play equipment from home. 
H Suggest any new ideas. 
End of Test 
Close your booklets. Be sure that you have 
PRINTED your name on your answer sheet and 
written the other information called for there. 
Preparations for Scoring 
What materials should be available for scoring? 
The following materials should be assembled be-
fore scoring: 
1. The answer sheets to be scored. 
2. STEP Listening scoring stencil for the form 
used. 
3. Pencils for recording scores on answer sheets. 
What general rule for good scoring should be 
followed? 
Whether answer sheets are scored by hand or 
machine, the first rule for good scoring is "Be accu-
rate." Much of the value of a test is lost and dan-
gerously wrong interpretations can result if there 
are errors in the scoring of students' answer sheets. 
For accuracy, it is advisable to have every answer 
1 sheet scored twice-preferably by different people 
· workingindependently; score disagreements on an 
answer sheet should be resolved by a third scoring. 
L-4A 
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Collect answer sheets first, then test booklets (and 
books of examination labels if students have them). 
Count the test booklets before permitting stu-
dents to leave, and check the count against the 
number you should have. If pencils were supplied 
instruct students to hand them to you as they leave. 
At this time, you should write down for the rec-
ord a description of any unexpected variation from 
the normal testing procedure that may have oc-
curred. Such incidents need to be in the record and 
considered when scores are interpreted. 
Directions for Scoring 
How do you obtain raw ~cores by hand? 
The STEP answer sheet has been designed to af-
ford the greatest possible ease, speed, and accuracy 
in hand scoring. 
1. Scan all answer sheets for items for which 
more than one response has been marked. 
Wherever a student has marked more than 
one answer to a question, draw a colored line 
through all of his answers for that question, 
thus: 
A B 
31 
c 
• I 
D 
If a student has only partially erased one 
choice, but it is clear that he intends for another 
marked choice to be taken as his answer, do not 
mark through the item. But erase completely 
his "extra" marking so it will not be scored. 
Go on to the next page. 
2. Lay the STEP Listening scoring stencil on the 
first answer sheet so that the four dots at the 
bottom of the answer sheet coincide with the 
holes at the bottom of the stencil. You then 
may have to make some minor adjustments 
so that all of a student's correct answers show 
through the stencil. 
3. Count all answer marks (except those marked 
as multiple answers) showing through the 
holes in the stencil. This gives you the raw 
score, the total number correct. 
4. Record this in the space labelled "No. Right" 
on the answer sheet by writing through the 
window on the stencil. 
5. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 for each answer sheet. 
6. Check the scoring. No raw score can exceed 
80. 
How do you obtain raw scores by machine? 
1. Scan all answer sheets for stray marks and 
smudges which may affect scoring. Eliminate 
such marks by careful erasing. At the same 
time, scan all answer sheets for multiple mark-
ings for single questions. Wherever a student 
has clearly marked two or more answers to a 
question, cover all his marks for that question 
with a piece of cellophane tape. This will pre-
serve the marks and yet prevent counting any 
of them in the raw score. 
2. Place the appropriate STEP ~istening scoring 
stencil in the machine, and with an extra an-
swer sheet marked proper!y in all correct response 
positions, check the machine operation. The 
maximum score is 80. 
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3. Insert a student's answer sheet in the machine 
and close. Read rights on!y. ,JI 
4. Record this raw score in the box at the top of .. 
the answer sheet. 
5. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 for each answer sheet. 
6. Check the scoring. No raw score can exceed 
80. 
How do you change raw scores to converted 
scores? 
This is a very important aspect of scoring STEP 
Listening, since raw scores cannot be interpreted. 
The same procedure is applicable, whether raw 
scores have been obtained by machine or by hand. 
Turn over the scoring stencil and you will find a 
table for changing raw scores to converted scores. 
In the left-hand column, find the number corre-
sponding to a given raw score (No. Right). The 
converted score corresponding to this raw score is 
found in the right-hand column. Record the con-
verted score in the blank below the raw score on 
the face of the answer sheet. 
What do you do after obtaining converted scores? 
Converted scores are the scores used in describ-
ing a student's performance on STEP Listening. 
After the converted scores are obtained, turn to the 
MANUAL FOR INTERPRETING LISTEN-
ING SCORES to. find out what to do next toward 
making STEP Listening results useful. 
Printed U.S.A. T37P10 
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